
INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER SCIENCE

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to understand:

 Concrete devices

 Numbers

 Early computation

 Navigation and astronomy

 Weather prediction

 Symbolic computations

Definition/Overview:

History of Computing: The history of computing is longer than the history of computing

hardware and modern computing technology and includes the history of methods intended for

pen and paper or for chalk and slate, with or without the aid of tables. The timeline of

computing presents a summary list of major developments in computing by date.

Key Points:

1. Concrete devices

Computing is intimately tied to the representation of numbers. But long before abstractions

like number arose, there were mathematical concepts to serve the purposes of civilization.

These concepts are implicit in concrete practices such as :

 one-to-one correspondence, a rule to count how many items, say on a tally stick, eventually

abstracted into number;

 comparison to a standard, a method for assuming reproducibility in a measurement, for

example, the number of coins;

 the 3-4-5 right triangle was a device for assuring a right angle, using ropes with 12 evenly

spaced knots, for example.

2. Numbers
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Eventually, the concept of numbers became concrete and familiar enough for counting to

arise, at times with sing-song mnemonics to teach sequences to others. All the known

languages have words for at least "one" and "two", and even some animals like the blackbird

can distinguish a surprising number of items.

Advances in the numeral system and mathematical notation eventually led to the discovery of

mathematical operations such as addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, squaring,

square root, and so forth. Eventually the operations were formalized, and concepts about the

operations became understood well enough to be stated formally, and even proven. See, for

example, Euclid's algorithm for finding the greatest common divisor of two numbers.

By the High Middle Ages, the positional Hindu-Arabic numeral system had reached Europe,

which allowed for systematic computation of numbers. During this period, the representation

of a calculation on paper actually allowed calculation of mathematical expressions, and the

tabulation of mathematical functions such as the square root and the common logarithm (for

use in multiplication and division) and the trigonometric functions. By the time of Isaac

Newton's research, paper or vellum was an important computing resource, and even in our

present time, researchers like Enrico Fermi would cover random scraps of paper with

calculation, to satisfy their curiosity about an equation. Even into the period of programmable

calculators, Richard Feynman would unhesitatingly compute any steps which overflowed the

memory of the calculators, by hand, just to learn the answer.

3. Early computation

The earliest known tool for use in computation was the abacus, and it was thought to have

been invented in Babylon circa 2400 BC. Its original style of usage was by lines drawn in

sand with pebbles. Abaci, of a more modern design, are still used as calculation tools today.

This was the first known computer and most advanced system of calculation known to date -

preceding Greek methods by 2,000 years.

In 1115 BCE, the South Pointing Chariot was invented in ancient China. It was the first

known geared mechanism to use a differential gear, which was later used in analog

computers. The Chinese also invented a more sophisticated abacus from around the 2nd

century BCE known as the Chinese abacus).
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In the 5th century BCE in ancient India, the grammarian Pāṇini formulated the grammar of

Sanskrit in 3959 rules known as the Ashtadhyayi which was highly systematized and

technical. Panini used metarules, transformations and recursions with such sophistication that

his grammar had the computing power equivalent to a Turing machine. Between 200 BCE

and 400 CE, Jaina mathematicians in Indiainvented the logarithm. From the 13th century,

logarithmic tables were produced by Muslim mathematicians.

The Antikythera mechanism is believed to be the earliest known mechanical analog

computer. It was designed to calculate astronomical positions. It was discovered in 1901 in

the Antikythera wreck off the Greek islandof Antikythera, between Kythera and Crete, and

has been dated to circa 100 BC. Mechanical analog computer devices appeared again a

thousand years later in the medieval Islamic world and were developed by Muslim

astronomers, such as the equatorium by Arzachel, the mechanical geared astrolabe by Abū

Rayhān al-Bīrūnī, and the torquetum by Jabir ibn Aflah. The first programmable machines

were also invented by Muslim engineers, such as the automatic flute player by the Banū

Mūsā brothers and the humanoid robots by Al-Jazari. Muslim mathematicians also made

important advances in cryptography, such as the development of cryptanalysis and frequency

analysis by Alkindus.

When John Napier discovered logarithms for computational purposes in the early 17th

century, there followed a period of considerable progress by inventors and scientists in

making calculating tools.

None of the early computational devices were really computers in the modern sense, and it

took considerable advancement in mathematics and theory before the first modern computers

could be designed.

4. Navigation and astronomy

Starting with known special cases, the calculation of logarithms and trigonometric functions

can be performed by looking up numbers in a mathematical table, and interpolating between

known cases. For small enough differences, this linear operation was accurate enough for use

in navigation and astronomy in the Age of Exploration. The uses of interpolation have thrived

in the past 500 years: by the twentieth century Leslie Comrie and W.J. Eckert systematized

the use of interpolation in tables of numbers for punch card calculation. In our time, even a
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student can simulate the motion of the planets, an N-body differential equation, using the

concepts of numerical approximation, a feat which even Isaac Newton could admire, given

his struggles with the motion of the Moon.

5. Weather prediction

The numerical solution of differential equations, notably the Navier-Stokes equations was an

important stimulus to computing, with Lewis Fry Richardson's numerical approach to solving

differential equations. To this day, some of the most powerful computer systems of the Earth

are used for weather forecasts.

6. Symbolic computations

By the late 1960s, computer systems could perform symbolic algebraic manipulations well

enough to pass college-level calculus courses. Using programs like Mathematica and others it

is now possible to visualize concepts such as modular forms which were only accessible to

the mathematical imagination before this.

Topic : Software Tools For Techies

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to understand:

 Application software

 Background of Application software

 Classification of application software

Definition/Overview:

Application software: Application software is any tool that functions and is operated by

means of a computer, with the purpose of supporting or improving the software user's work.

In other words, is the subclass of computer software that employs the capabilities of a

computer directly and thoroughly to a task that the user wishes to perform. This should be

contrasted with system software (infrastructure) or middleware (computer services/ processes
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integrators) is involved in integrating a computer's various capabilities, but typically does not

directly apply them in the performance of tasks that benefit the user. In this context the term

application refers to both the application software and its implementation.

Key Points:

1. Background

A simple, if imperfect analogy in the world of hardware would be the relationship of an

electric light bulb (an application) to an electric power generation plant (a system). The

power plant merely generates electricity, not itself of any real use until harnessed to an

application like the electric light that performs a service that benefits the user. Typical

examples of software applications are word processors, spreadsheets, and media players,

database applications.

Multiple applications bundled together as a package are sometimes referred to as an

application suite. Microsoft Office, OpenOffice.org, and iWork 08, which bundle together a

word processor, a spreadsheet, and several other discrete applications, are typical examples.

The separate applications in a suite usually have a user interface that has some commonality

making it easier for the user to learn and use each application. And often they may have some

capability to interact with each other in ways beneficial to the user. For example, a

spreadsheet may be embedded in a word processor document even though it has been created

in a separate spreadsheet application.

User-written software tailors systems to meet the user's specific needs. User-written software

include spreadsheet templates, word processor macros, scientific simulations, graphics and

animation scripts. Even email filters are a kind of user software. Users create this software

themselves and often overlook how important it is. In some types of embedded systems, the

application software and the operating system software may be indistinguishable to the user,

as in the case of software used to control a VCR, DVD player or microwave oven.

It is important to note that this definition may exclude some applications that may exist on

some computers in large organizations. For an alternative definition of an application: see

Application Portfolio Management.
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2. Terminology

The exact delineation between system software such as operating systems and application

software is not precise, however, and is occasionally subject to controversy. For example, one

of the key questions in the United States v. Microsoft antitrust trial was whether Microsoft's

Internet Explorer web browser was part of its Windows operating system or a separable piece

of application software. As another example, the GNU/Linux naming controversy is, in part,

due to disagreement about the relationship between the Linux kernel and the Linux operating

system.

In computer science, an application is a computer program designed to help people perform a

certain type of work. An application thus differs from an operating system (which runs a

computer), a utility (which performs maintenance or general-purpose chores), and a

programming language (with which computer programs are created). Depending on the work

for which it was designed, an application can manipulate text, numbers, graphics, or a

combination of these elements. Some application packages offer considerable computing

power by focusing on a single task, such as word processing; others, called integrated

software, offer somewhat less power but include several applications.

3. Application software classification

There are many subtypes of application software:

3.1 Enterprisesoftware

Enterprise software addresses the needs of organization processes and data flow, often

in a large distributed environment. (Examples include Financial, Customer

Relationship Management, and Supply Chain Management). Note that Departmental

Software is a sub-type of Enterprise Software with a focus on smaller organizations or

groups within a large organization. (Examples include Travel Expense Management,

and IT Helpdesk)

Enterprise software is software intended to solve an enterprise problem (rather than a

departmental problem) and often written using an Enterprise Software Architecture.

Due to the cost of building what is often proprietary software, only large

organizations attempt to build such software that models the entire business enterprise
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and is the core IT system of governing the enterprise and the core of business

communications within the enterprise.

As many business enterprises have similar departments and systems, enterprise

software is often available as a suite of programs that have attached development

tools to modify the common programs for the specific enterprise. Generally, these

development tools are complex programming tools that require specialist capabilities.

Thus, one often sees in job advertisements that a programmer is required to have

specific knowledge of a particular set of tools, such as ". . . must be an SAP

developer" etc.

3.2 Enterpriseinfrastructure software

Enterprise infrastructure software provides common capabilities needed to support

Enterprise Software systems. (Examples include Databases, Email servers, and

Network and Security Management)

3.3 Information worker software

Information worker software addresses the needs of individuals to create and manage

information, often for individual projects within a department, in contrast to enterprise

management. Examples include time management, resource management,

documentation tools, analytical, and collaborative. Word processors, spreadsheets,

email and blog clients, personal information system, and individual media editors may

aid in multiple information worker tasks.

3.4 Content access software

Content access software is software used primarily to access content without editing,

but may include software that allows for content editing. Such software addresses the

needs of individuals and groups to consume digital entertainment and published

digital content. (Examples include Media Players, Web Browsers, Help browsers, and

Games)
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3.5 Educational software

Educational software is related to content access software, but has distinct

requirements for delivering evaluations (tests) and tracking progress through material.

It is also related to collaboration software in that many Educational Software systems

include collaborative capabilities.

3.6 Simulation software

Simulation software are computer software for simulation of physical or abstract

systems for either research, training or entertainment purposes.

3.7 Media development software

Media development software addresses the needs of individuals who generate print

and electronic media for others to consume, most often in a commercial or

educational setting. This includes Graphic Art software, Desktop Publishing software,

Multimedia Development software, HTML editors, Digital Animation editors, Digital

Audio and Video composition, and many others.

3.8 Product engineering software

Product engineering software is used in developing hardware and software products.

This includes computer aided design (CAD), computer aided engineering (CAE),

computer language editing and compiling tools, Integrated Development

Environments, and Application Programmer Interfaces.

Topic : Computer Architecture

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to understand:

 The term Computer architecture

 History of Computer Architecture
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 Distinctions of Computer Architecture

 Von Neumann architecture

 Von Neumann bottleneck

Definition/Overview:

Computer Architecture: Computer architecture in computer engineering is the conceptual

design and fundamental operational structure of a computer system. It is a blueprint and

functional description of requirements and design implementations for the various parts of a

computer, focusing largely on the way by which the central processing unit (CPU) performs

internally and accesses addresses in memory. It may also be defined as the science and art of

selecting and interconnecting hardware components to create computers that meet functional,

performance and cost goals.

Key Points:

1. History

The term architecture in computer literature can be traced to the work of Lyle R. Johnson and

Frederick P. Brooks, Jr., members in 1959 of the Machine Organization department in IBMs

main research center. Johnson had occasion to write a proprietary research communication

about Stretch, an IBM-developed supercomputer for Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory; in

attempting to characterize his chosen level of detail for discussing the luxuriously

embellished computer, he noted that his description of formats, instruction types, hardware

parameters, and speed enhancements aimed at the level of system architecture a term that

seemed more useful than machine organization. Subsequently Brooks, one of the Stretch

designers, Computer architecture, like other architecture, is the art of determining the needs

of the user of a structure and then designing to meet those needs as effectively as possible

within economic and technological constraints. Brooks went on to play a major role in the

development of the IBM System/360 line of computers, where architecture gained currency

as a noun with the definition what the user needs to know. Later the computer world would

employ the term in many less-explicit ways.

The first mention of the term architecture in the referred computer literature is in a 1964

article describing the IBM System/360. The article defines architecture as the set of attributes
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of a system as seen by the programmer, i.e., the conceptual structure and functional behavior,

as distinct from the organization of the data flow and controls, the logical design, and the

physical implementation. In the definition, the programmer perspective of the computers

functional behavior is key. The conceptual structure part of an architecture description makes

the functional behavior comprehensible, and extrapolatable to a range of Use cases. Only

later on did internals such as the way by which the CPU performs internally and accesses

addresses in memory, mentioned above, slip into the definition of computer architecture.

2. Computer architecture topics

Some practitioners of computer architecture at companies such as Intel and AMD use more

fine distinctions:

 Macroarchitecture - architectural layers that are more abstract than microarchitecture, e.g.

ISA

 ISA (Instruction Set Architecture) - as defined above

 Assembly ISA - a smart assembler may convert an abstract assembly language common to a

group of machines into slightly different machine language for different implementations

 Programmer Visible Macro-architecture - higher level language tools such as compilers may

define a consistent interface or contract to programmers using them, abstracting differences

between underlying ISA, UISA, and micro-architectures. E.g. the C, C++, or Java standards

define different Programmer Visible Macroarchitecture - although in practice the C

microarchitecture for a particular computer includes

 UISA (Microcode Instruction Set Architecture) - a family of machines with different

hardware level microarchitectures may share a common microcode architecture, and hence a

UISA.

 Pin Architecture - the set of functions that a microprocessor is expected to provide, from the

point of view of a hardware platform. E.g. the x86 A20M, FERR/IGNNE or FLUSH pins,

and the messages that the processor is expected to emit after completing a cache invalidation

so that external caches can be invalidated. Pin architecture functions are more flexible than

ISA functions - external hardware can adapt to changing encodings, or changing from a pin to

a message - but the functions are expected to be provided in successive implementations even

if the manner of encoding them changes.
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2.1 Design Goals

The exact form of a computer system depends on the constraints and goals for which

it was optimized. Computer architectures usually trade off standards, cost, memory

capacity, latency and throughput. Sometimes other considerations, such as features,

size, weight, reliability, expandability and power consumption are factors as well.

The most common scheme carefully chooses the bottleneck that most reduces the

computer's speed. Ideally, the cost is allocated proportionally to assure that the data

rate is nearly the same for all parts of the computer, with the most costly part being

the slowest. This is how skillful commercial integrators optimize personal computers.

2.2 Performance

Computer performance is often described in terms of clock speed (usually in MHz or

GHz). This refers to the cycles per second of the main clock of the CPU. However,

this metric is somewhat misleading, as a machine with a higher clock rate may not

necessarily have higher performance. As a result manufacturers have moved away

from clock speed as a measure of performance. Computer performance can also be

measured with the amount of cache a processor has. If the speed, MHz or GHz, were

to be a car then the cache is like a traffic light. No matter how fast the car goes, it still

will be stopped by a red traffic light. The higher the speed, and the greater the cache,

the faster a processor runs.

Modern CPUs can execute multiple instructions per clock cycle, which dramatically

speeds up a program. Other factors influence speed, such as the mix of functional

units, bus speeds, available memory, and the type and order of instructions in the

programs being run.

There are two main types of speed, latency and throughput. Latency is the time

between the start of a process and its completion. Throughput is the amount of work

done per unit time. Interrupt latency is the guaranteed maximum response time of the

system to an electronic event (e.g. when the disk drive finishes moving some data).

Performance is affected by a very wide range of design choices for example,

pipelining a processor usually makes latency worse (slower) but makes throughput
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better. Computers that control machinery usually need low interrupt latencies. These

computers operate in a real-time environment and fail if an operation is not completed

in a specified amount of time. For example, computer-controlled anti-lock brakes

must begin braking almost immediately after they have been instructed to brake.

The performance of a computer can be measured using other metrics, depending upon

its application domain. A system may be CPU bound (as in numerical calculation),

I/O bound (as in a webserving application) or memory bound (as in video editing).

Power consumption has become important in servers and portable devices like

laptops. Benchmarking tries to take all these factors into account by measuring the

time a computer takes to run through a series of test programs. Although

benchmarking shows strengths, it may not help one to choose a computer. Often the

measured machines split on different measures. For example, one system might

handle scientific applications quickly, while another might play popular video games

more smoothly. Furthermore, designers have been known to add special features to

their products, whether in hardware or software, which permit a specific benchmark to

execute quickly but which do not offer similar advantages to other, more general

tasks.

2.3 Power consumption

Power consumption is another design criterion that factors in the design of modern

computers. Power efficiency can often be traded for performance or cost benefits.

With the increasing power density of modern circuits as the number of transistors per

chip scales (Moore's Law), power efficiency has increased in importance. Recent

processor designs such as the Intel Core 2 put more emphasis on increasing power

efficiency. Also, in the world of embedded computing, power efficiency has long

been and remains the primary design goal next to performance.

3. Von Neumann architecture

The von Neumann architecture is a design model for a stored-program digital computer that

uses a processing unit and a single separate storage structure to hold both instructions and

data. It is named after the mathematician and early computer scientist John von Neumann.

Such computers implement a universal Turing machine and have a sequential architecture.
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A stored-program digital computer is one that keeps its programmed instructions, as well as

its data, in read-write, random access memory (RAM). Stored-program computers were an

advancement over the program-controlled computers of the 1940s, such as the Colossus and

the ENIAC, which were programmed by setting switches and inserting patch leads to route

data and to control signals between various functional units. In the vast majority of modern

computers, the same memory is used for both data and program instructions.

The terms "von Neumann architecture" and "stored-program computer" are generally used

interchangeably, and that usage is followed in this section. In contrast, the Harvard

architecture stores a program in a modifiable form, but without using the same physical

storage or format for general data.

The earliest computing machines had fixed programs. Some very simple computers still use

this design, either for simplicity or training purposes. For example, a desk calculator (in

principle) is a fixed program computer. It can do basic mathematics, but it cannot be used as

a word processor or to play games with. Changing the program of a fixed-program machine

requires re-wiring, re-structuring, or re-designing the machine. The earliest computers were

not so much "programmed" as they were "designed". "Reprogramming", when it was

possible at all, was a laborious process, starting with flow charts and paper notes, followed by

detailed engineering designs, and then the often-arduous process of physically re-wiring and

re-building the machine. It could take up to three weeks to set up a program on ENIAC and

get it working.

The idea of the stored-program computer changed all that. A computer that by design

includes an instruction set architecture and can store in memory a set of instructions (a

program) that details the computation. A stored-program design also lets programs modify

themselves while running. One early motivation for such a facility was the need for a

program to increment or otherwise modify the address portion of instructions, which had to

be done manually in early designs. This became less important when index registers and

indirect addressing became usual features of machine architecture. Self-modifying code has

largely fallen out of favor, since it is usually hard to understand and debug, as well as being

inefficient under modern processor pipelining and caching schemes.

On a large scale, the ability to treat instructions as data is what makes assemblers, compilers

and other automated programming tools possible. One can "write programs which write
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programs". On a smaller scale, I/O-intensive machine instructions such as the BITBLT

primitive used to modify images on a bitmap display, were once thought to be impossible to

implement without custom hardware. It was shown later that these instructions could be

implemented efficiently by "on the fly compilation" ("just-in-time compilation") technology,

e.g. code-generating programsone form of self-modifying code that has remained popular.

There are drawbacks to the von Neumann design. Aside from the von Neumann bottleneck

described below, program modifications can be quite harmful, either by accident or design. In

some simple stored-program computer designs, a malfunctioning program can damage itself,

other programs, or the operating system, possibly leading to a computer crash. This ability for

programs to create and modify other programs is also frequently exploited by malware and

hackers. A buffer overflow is one very common example of such a malfunction. Malware

might use a buffer overflow to smash the call stack, overwrite the existing program, and then

proceed to modify other program files on the system to further propagate the malware to

other machines. Memory protection and other forms of access control can help protect against

both accidental and malicious program modification.

4. Von Neumann bottleneck

The separation between the CPU and memory leads to the von Neumann bottleneck, the

limited throughput (data transfer rate) between the CPU and memory compared to the amount

of memory. In most modern computers, throughput is much smaller than the rate at which the

CPU can work. This seriously limits the effective processing speed when the CPU is required

to perform minimal processing on large amounts of data. The CPU is continuously forced to

wait for needed data to be transferred to or from memory. Since CPU speed and memory size

have increased much faster than the throughput between them, the bottleneck has become

more of a problem.

The performance problem is reduced by a cache between the CPU and the main memory, and

by the development of branch prediction algorithms. It is less clear whether the intellectual

bottleneck that Backus criticized has changed much since 1977. Backus's proposed solution

has not had a major influence. Modern functional programming and object-oriented

programming are much less geared towards "pushing vast numbers of words back and forth"

than earlier languages like Fortran were, but internally, that is still what computers spend

much of their time doing.
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In Section 2 of this course you will cover these topics:
Numbering Systems And Data Representation

Operating Systems

Networks

Topic : Numbering Systems And Data Representation

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to understand:

 Types of numeral systems

 Understand Base Used in Numbering Systems

 Forms of Data Representation

Definition/Overview:

Overview: A numeral system (or system of numeration) is a writing system for expressing

numerals, and a mathematical notation for representing numbers of a given set, using

graphemes or symbols in a consistent manner. It can be seen as the context that allows the

numeral "11" to be interpreted as the binary numeral for three, the decimal numeral for

eleven, or other numbers in different bases.

Key Points:

1. Introduction

Ideally, a numeral system will:

 Represent a useful set of numbers (e.g. all whole numbers, integers, or real numbers)

 Give every number represented a unique representation (or at least a standard representation)

 Reflect the algebraic and arithmetic structure of the numbers.

For example, the usual decimal representation of whole numbers gives every whole number a

unique representation as a finite sequence of digits, with the operations of arithmetic
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(addition, subtraction, multiplication and division) being present as the standard algorithms of

arithmetic. However, when decimal representation is used for the rational or real numbers,

the representation is no longer unique: many rational numbers have two numerals, a standard

one that terminates, such as 2.31, and another that recurs, such as 2.309999999... . Numerals

which terminate have no non-zero digits after a given position. For example, numerals like

2.31 and 2.310 are taken to be the same, except in the experimental sciences, where greater

precision is denoted by the trailing zero.

Numeral systems are sometimes called number systems, but that name is misleading, as it

could refer to different systems of numbers, such as the system of real numbers, the system of

complex numbers, the system of p-adic numbers, etc. Such systems are not the topic of this

section.

2. Types of numeral systems

The most commonly used system of numerals is known as Hindu-Arabic numerals, and two

great Indian mathematicians could be given credit for developing them. Aryabhatta of

Kusumapura who lived during the 5th century developed the place value notation and

Brahmagupta a century later introduced the symbol zero.

The simplest numeral system is the unary numeral system, in which every natural number is

represented by a corresponding number of symbols. If the symbol / is chosen, for example,

then the number seven would be represented by ///////. Tally marks represent one such system

still in common use. In practice, the unary system is normally only useful for small numbers,

although it plays an important role in theoretical computer science. Also, Elias gamma coding

which is commonly used in data compression expresses arbitrary-sized numbers by using

unary to indicate the length of a binary numeral.

The unary notation can be abbreviated by introducing different symbols for certain new

values. Very commonly, these values are powers of 10; so for instance, if / stands for one, -

for ten and + for 100, then the number 304 can be compactly represented as +++ //// and

number 123 as + - - /// without any need for zero. This is called sign-value notation. The

ancient Egyptian system is of this type, and the Roman system is a modification of this idea.
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More useful still are systems which employ special abbreviations for repetitions of symbols;

for example, using the first nine letters of our alphabet for these abbreviations, with A

standing for "one occurrence", B "two occurrences", and so on, we could then write C+ D/ for

the number 304. The numeral system of English is of this type ("three hundred [and] four"),

as are those of virtually all other spoken languages, regardless of what written systems they

have adopted.

More elegant is a positional system, also known as place-value notation. Again working in

base 10, we use ten different digits 0, ..., 9 and use the position of a digit to signify the power

of ten that the digit is to be multiplied with, as in 304 = 3100 + 010 + 41. Note that zero,

which is not needed in the other systems, is of crucial importance here, in order to be able to

"skip" a power. The Hindu-Arabic numeral system, borrowed from India, is a positional base

10 system; it is used today throughout the world.

Arithmetic is much easier in positional systems than in the earlier additive ones; furthermore,

additive systems have a need for a potentially infinite number of different symbols for the

different powers of 10; positional systems need only 10 different symbols (assuming that it

uses base 10).

The numerals used when writing numbers with digits or symbols can be divided into two

types that might be called the arithmetic numerals 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9 and the geometric

numerals 1,10,100,1000,10000 respectively. The sign-value systems use only the geometric

numerals and the positional system use only the arithmetic numerals. The sign-value system

does not need arithmetic numerals because they are made by repetition (except for the Ionic

system), and the positional system does not need geometric numerals because they are made

by position. However, the spoken language uses both arithmetic and geometric numerals.

In certain areas of computer science, a modified base-k positional system is used, called

bijective numeration, with digits 1, 2, ..., k (k ≥ 1), and zero being represented by the empty

string. This establishes a bijection between the set of all such digit-strings and the set of non-

negative integers, avoiding the non-uniqueness caused by leading zeros. Bijective base-k

numeration is also called k-adic notation, not to be confused with p-adic numbers. Bijective

base-1 is the same as unary.
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3. Base used in Numbering Systems

3.1 Computing

Switches, mimicked by their electronic successors built originally of vacuum tubes

and in modern technology of transistors, have only two possible states: "open" and

"closed". Substituting open=1 and closed=0 (or the other way around) yields the

entire set of binary digits. This base-2 system (binary) is the basis for digital

computers. It is used to perform integer arithmetic in almost all digital computers;

some exotic base-3 (ternary) and base-10 computers have also been built, but those

designs were discarded early in the history of computing hardware.

Modern computers use transistors that represent two states with either high or low

voltages. The smallest unit of memory for this binary state is called a bit. Bits are

arranged in groups to aid in processing, and to make the binary numbers shorter and

more manageable for humans. More recently these groups of bits, such as bytes and

words, are sized in multiples of four. Thus base 16 (hexadecimal) is commonly used

as shorthand. Base 8 (octal) has also been used for this purpose.

A computer does not treat all of its data as numerical. For instance, some of it may be

treated as program instructions or data such as text. However, arithmetic and Boolean

logic constitute most internal operations. Whole numbers are represented exactly, as

integers. Real numbers, allowing fractional values, are usually approximated as

floating point numbers. The computer uses different methods to do arithmetic with

these two kinds of numbers.

3.2 Five

A base-5 system (quinary) has been used in many cultures for counting. Plainly it is

based on the number of fingers on a human hand. It may also be regarded as a sub-

base of other bases, such as base 10 and base 60.

3.3 Eight

A base-8 system (octal) was devised by the Yuki tribe of Northern California, who

used the spaces between the fingers to count, corresponding to the digits one through
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eight. There is also linguistic evidence which suggests that the Bronze Age Proto-Indo

Europeans (from whom most European and Indic languages descend) might have

replaced a base 8 system (or a system which could only count up to 8) with a base 10

system. The evidence is that the word for 9, newm, is suggested by some to derive

from the word for 'new', newo-, suggesting that the number 9 had been recently

invented and called the 'new number'

3.4 Ten

The base-10 system (decimal) is the one most commonly used today. It is assumed to

have originated because humans have ten fingers. These systems often use a larger

superimposed base. See Decimal superbase.

3.5 Twelve

Base-12 systems (duodecimal or dozenal) have been popular because multiplication

and division are easier than in base-10, with addition and subtraction being just as

easy. Twelve is a useful base because it has many factors. It is the smallest multiple of

one, two, three, four and six. There is still a special word for "dozen" and just like

there is a word for 102, hundred, there is also a word for 122, gross.

There are 24 hours per day, usually counted up to 12 until noon (p.m.) and once again

until midnight (a.m.), often further divided per 6 hours in counting (for instance in

Thailand) or as switches between using terms like 'night', 'morning', 'afternoon', and

'evening', whereas other languages use such terms with durations of 3 to 9 hours often

according to switches at some of the 3-hour interval marks.

Multiples of 12 have been in common use as English units of resolution in the analog

and digital printing world, where 1 point equals 1/72 of an inch and 12 points equal 1

pica, and printer resolutions like 360, 600, 720, 1200 or 1440 dpi (dots per inch) are

common. These are combinations of base-12 and base-10 factors: (312)10, (512)10,

(612)10, (1012)10 and (1212)10.
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3.6 Twenty

The Maya civilization and other civilizations of Pre-Columbian Mesoamerica used

base-20 (vigesimal). Evidence of base-20 counting systems is also found in the

languages of central and western Africa.

Remnants of a Gaulish base-20 system also exist in French, as seen today in the

names of the numbers from 60 through 99. For example, sixty-five is soixante-cinq

(literally, "sixty [and] five"), while seventy-five is soixante-quinze (literally, "sixty

[and] fifteen"). Furthermore, for any number between 80 and 99, the "tens-column"

number is expressed as a multiple of twenty (somewhat similar to the archaic English

manner of speaking of "scores", probably originating from the same underlying Celtic

system). For example, eighty-two is quatre-vingt-deux (literally, four twenty[s] [and]

two), while ninety-two is quatre-vingt-douze (literally, four twenty[s] [and] twelve).

In Old French, forty was expressed as two twenties and sixty was three twenties, so

that fifty-three was expressed as two twenties [and] thirteen, and so on.

The Irish language also used base-20 in the past, twenty being fichid, forty dh fhichid,

sixty tr fhichid and eighty ceithre fhichid. A remnant of this system may be seen in

the modern word for 40, daoichead. Danish numerals display a similar base-20

structure.

3.7 Sixty

Base 60 (sexagesimal) was used by the Sumerians and their successors in

Mesopotamia and survives today in our system of time (hence the division of an hour

into 60 minutes and a minute into 60 seconds) and in our system of angular measure

(a degree is divided into 60 minutes and a minute is divided into 60 seconds). Sixty

also has a large number of factors, including the first six counting numbers. Base-60

systems are believed to have originated through the merging of base-10 and base-12

systems. The Chinese Calendar, for example, uses a base-60 Jia-Zi甲子system to

denote years, with each year within the 60-year cycle being named with two symbols,

the first being base-10 (called Tian-Gan or heavenly stems) and the second symbol

being base 12 (called Di-Zhi地支 or earthly branches). Both symbols are incremented
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in successive years until the first pattern recurs 60 years later. The second symbol of

this system is also related to the 12-animal Chinese zodiac system. The Jia-zi system

can also be applied to counting days, with a year containing roughly six 60-day

cycles.

3.8 Dual base (five and twenty)

Many ancient counting systems use five as a primary base, almost surely coming from

the number of fingers on a person's hand. Often these systems are supplemented with

a secondary base, sometimes ten, sometimes twenty. In some African languages the

word for five is the same as "hand" or "fist" (Dyola language of Guinea-Bissau,

Banda language of Central Africa). Counting continues by adding 1, 2, 3, or 4 to

combinations of 5, until the secondary base is reached. In the case of twenty, this

word often means "man complete". This system is referred to as quinquavigesimal. It

is found in many languages of the Sudanregion.

4. Forms of Data Representation

4.1 Common Data Representation

Common Data Representation (CDR) is used to represent structured or primitive data

types passed as arguments or results during remote invocations on Common Object

Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) distributed objects.

It enables clients and servers written in different programming languages to work

together. For example, it translates little-endian to big-endian. Assumes prior

agreement on type, so no information is given with data representation in messages.

4.2 eXternal Data Representation

eXternal Data Representation (XDR) is an IETF standard from 1995 of the

presentation layer in the OSI model. XDR allows data to be wrapped in an

architecture independent manner so data can be transferred between heterogeneous

computer systems. Converting from the local representation to XDR is called

encoding. Converting from XDR to the local representation is called decoding. XDR
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is implemented as a software library of functions that is portable between different

operating systems and is also independent of the transport layer.

Topic : Operating Systems

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to understand:

 Interrupts

 Protected mode and supervisor mode

 Memory management

 Disk access and file systems

 Operating Systems Security

 File system support in modern operating systems

 Graphical user interfaces

 History of Operating Systems

Definition/Overview:

Overview: An operating system (commonly abbreviated to either OS or O/S) is an interface

between hardware and applications; it is responsible for the management and coordination of

activities and the sharing of the limited resources of the computer. The operating system acts

as a host for applications that are run on the machine. As a host, one of the purposes of an

operating system is to handle the details of the operation of the hardware. This relieves

application programs from having to manage these details and makes it easier to write

applications. Almost all computers, including handheld computers, desktop computers,

supercomputers, and even video game consoles, use an operating system of some type. Some

of the oldest models may however use an embedded operating system, that may be contained

on a compact disk or other data storage device. Operating systems offer a number of services

to application programs and users. Applications access these services through application

programming interfaces (APIs) or system calls. By invoking these interfaces, the application

can request a service from the operating system, pass parameters, and receive the results of
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the operation. Users may also interact with the operating system with some kind of software

user interface (UI) like typing commands by using command line interface (CLI) or using a

graphical user interface (GUI, commonly pronounced gooey). For hand-held and desktop

computers, the user interface is generally considered part of the operating system. On large

multi-user systems like Unix and Unix-like systems, the user interface is generally

implemented as an application program that runs outside the operating system. (Whether the

user interface should be included as part of the operating system is a point of contention.)

Common contemporary operating systems include Microsoft Windows, Mac OS, Linux, BSD

and Solaris. Microsoft Windows has a significant majority of market share in the desktop and

notebook computer markets, while servers generally run on Linux or other Unix-like systems.

Embedded device markets are split amongst several operating systems.

Key Points:

1. Interrupts

Interrupts are central to operating systems as they provide an efficient way for the operating

system to interact and react to its environment. The alternative is to have the operating system

"watch" the various sources of input for events that require action -- not a good use of CPU

resources. Interrupt-based programming is directly supported by most CPUs. Interrupts

provide a computer with a way of automatically running specific code in response to events.

Even very basic computers support hardware interrupts, and allow the programmer to specify

code which may be run when that event takes place.

When an interrupt is received the computer's hardware automatically suspends whatever

program is currently running, saves its status, and runs computer code previously associated

with the interrupt. This is analogous to placing a bookmark in a book when someone is

interrupted by a phone call and then taking the call. In modern operating systems interrupts

are handled by the operating system's kernel. Interrupts may come from either the computer's

hardware or from the running program.

When a hardware device triggers an interrupt the operating system's kernel decides how to

deal with this event, generally by running some processing code. How much code gets run

depends on the priority of the interrupt (for example: a person usually responds to a smoke

detector alarm before answering the phone). The processing of hardware interrupts is a task
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that is usually delegated to software called device drivers, which may be either part of the

operating system's kernel, part of another program, or both. Device drivers may then relay

information to a running program by various means.

A program may also trigger an interrupt to the operating system. If a program wishes to

access hardware for example, it may interrupt the operating system's kernel, which causes

control to be passed back to the kernel. The kernel will then process the request. If a program

wishes additional resources (or wishes to shed resources) such as memory, it will trigger an

interrupt to get the kernel's attention.

2. Protected mode and supervisor mode

Modern CPUs support something called dual mode operation. CPUs with this capability use

two modes: protected mode and supervisor mode, which allow certain CPU functions to be

controlled and affected only by the operating system kernel. Here, protected mode does not

refer specifically to the 80286 (Intel's x86 16-bit microprocessor) CPU feature, although its

protected mode is very similar to it. CPUs might have other modes similar to 80286 protected

mode as well, such as the virtual 8086 mode of the 80386.

However, the term is used here more generally in operating system theory to refer to all

modes which limit the capabilities of programs running in that mode, providing things like

virtual memory addressing and limiting access to hardware in a manner determined by a

program running in supervisor mode. Similar modes have existed in supercomputers,

minicomputers, and mainframes as they are essential to fully supporting UNIX-like multi-

user operating systems.

When a computer first starts up, it is automatically running in supervisor mode. The first few

programs to run on the computer, being the BIOS, bootloader and the operating system have

unlimited access to hardware - and this is required because, by definition, initializing a

protected environment can only be done outside of one. However, when the operating system

passes control to another program, it can place the CPU into protected mode.

In protected mode, programs may have access to a more limited set of the CPU's instructions.

A user program may leave protected mode only by triggering an interrupt, causing control to
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be passed back to the kernel. In this way the operating system can maintain exclusive control

over things like access to hardware and memory.

The term "protected mode resource" generally refers to one or more CPU registers, which

contain information that the running program isn't allowed to alter. Attempts to alter these

resources generally causes a switch to supervisor mode, where the operating system can deal

with the illegal operation the program was attempting (for example, by killing the program).

3. Memory management

Among other things, a multiprogramming operating system kernel must be responsible for

managing all system memory which is currently in use by programs. This ensures that a

program does not interfere with memory already used by another program. Since programs

time share, each program must have independent access to memory.

Cooperative memory management, used by many early operating systems assumes that all

programs make voluntary use of the kernel's memory manager, and do not exceed their

allocated memory. This system of memory management is almost never seen anymore, since

programs often contain bugs which can cause them to exceed their allocated memory. If a

program fails it may cause memory used by one or more other programs to be affected or

overwritten. Malicious programs, or viruses may purposefully alter another program's

memory or may affect the operation of the operating system itself. With cooperative memory

management it takes only one misbehaved program to crash the system.

Memory protection enables the kernel to limit a process' access to the computer's memory.

Various methods of memory protection exist, including memory segmentation and paging.

All methods require some level of hardware support (such as the 80286 MMU) which doesn't

exist in all computers.

In both segmentation and paging, certain protected mode registers specify to the CPU what

memory address it should allow a running program to access. Attempts to access other

addresses will trigger an interrupt which will cause the CPU to re-enter supervisor mode,

placing the kernel in charge. This is called a segmentation violation or Seg-V for short, and

since it is both difficult to assign a meaningful result to such an operation, and because it is
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usually a sign of a misbehaving program, the kernel will generally resort to terminating the

offending program, and will report the error.

Windows 3.1-Me had some level of memory protection, but programs could easily

circumvent the need to use it. Under Windows 9x all MS-DOS applications ran in supervisor

mode, giving them almost unlimited control over the computer. A general protection fault

would be produced indicating a segmentation violation had occurred, however the system

would often crash anyway.

In most Linux systems, part of the hard disk is reserved for virtual memory when the

Operating system is being installed on the system. This part is known as swap space.

Windows systems use a swap file instead of a partition.

4. Disk access and file systems

Access to files stored on disks is a central feature of all operating systems. Computers store

data on disks using files, which are structured in specific ways in order to allow for faster

access, higher reliability, and to make better use out of the drive's available space. The

specific way in which files are stored on a disk is called a file system, and enables files to

have names and attributes. It also allows them to be stored in a hierarchy of directories or

folders arranged in a directory tree.

Early operating systems generally supported a single type of disk drive and only one kind of

file system. Early file systems were limited in their capacity, speed, and in the kinds of file

names and directory structures they could use. These limitations often reflected limitations in

the operating systems they were designed for, making it very difficult for an operating system

to support more than one file system.

While many simpler operating systems support a limited range of options for accessing

storage systems, operating systems like UNIX and Linux support a technology known as a

virtual file system or VFS. An operating system like UNIX supports a wide array of storage

devices, regardless of their design or file systems to be accessed through a common

application programming interface (API). This makes it unnecessary for programs to have

any knowledge about the device they are accessing. A VFS allows the operating system to

provide programs with access to an unlimited number of devices with an infinite variety of
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file systems installed on them through the use of specific device drivers and file system

drivers.

A connected storage device such as a hard drive is accessed through a device driver. The

device driver understands the specific language of the drive and is able to translate that

language into a standard language used by the operating system to access all disk drives. On

UNIX this is the language of block devices.

When the kernel has an appropriate device driver in place, it can then access the contents of

the disk drive in raw format, which may contain one or more file systems. A file system

driver is used to translate the commands used to access each specific file system into a

standard set of commands that the operating system can use to talk to all file systems.

Programs can then deal with these file systems on the basis of filenames, and

directories/folders, contained within a hierarchical structure. They can create, delete, open,

and close files, as well as gather various information about them, including access

permissions, size, free space, and creation and modification dates.

Various differences between file systems make supporting all file systems difficult. Allowed

characters in file names, case sensitivity, and the presence of various kinds of file attributes

makes the implementation of a single interface for every file system a daunting task.

Operating systems tend to recommend the use of (and so support natively) file systems

specifically designed for them; for example, NTFS in Windows and ext3 and ReiserFS in

Linux. However, in practice, third party drives are usually available to give support for the

most widely used filesystems in most general-purpose operating systems (for example, NTFS

is available in Linux through NTFS-3g, and ext2/3 and ReiserFS are available in Windows

through FS-driver and rfstool).

5. Security

A computer being secure depends on a number of technologies working properly. A modern

operating system provides access to a number of resources, which are available to software

running on the system, and to external devices like networks via the kernel.

The operating system must be capable of distinguishing between requests which should be

allowed to be processed, and others which should not be processed. While some systems may
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simply distinguish between "privileged" and "non-privileged", systems commonly have a

form of requester identity, such as a user name. To establish identity there may be a process

of authentication. Often a username must be quoted, and each username may have a

password. Other methods of authentication, such as magnetic cards or biometric data, might

be used instead. In some cases, especially connections from the network, resources may be

accessed with no authentication at all (such as reading files over a network share).

In addition to the allow/disallow model of security, a system with a high level of security will

also offer auditing options. These would allow tracking of requests for access to resources

(such as, "who has been reading this file?"). Internal security, or security from an already

running program is only possible if all possibly harmful requests must be carried out through

interrupts to the operating system kernel. If programs can directly access hardware and

resources, they cannot be secured.

External security involves a request from outside the computer, such as a login at a connected

console or some kind of network connection. External requests are often passed through

device drivers to the operating system's kernel, where they can be passed onto applications,

or carried out directly. Security of operating systems has long been a concern because of

highly sensitive data held on computers, both of a commercial and military nature. The

United States Government Department of Defense (DoD) created the Trusted Computer

System Evaluation Criteria (TCSEC) which is a standard that sets basic requirements for

assessing the effectiveness of security. This became of vital importance to operating system

makers, because the TCSEC was used to evaluate, classify and select computer systems being

considered for the processing, storage and retrieval of sensitive or classified information.

Network services include offerings such as file sharing, print services, email, web sites, and

file transfer protocols (FTP), most of which can have compromised security. At the front line

of security are hardware devices known as firewalls or intrusion detection/prevention

systems. At the operating system level, there are a number of software firewalls available, as

well as intrusion detection/prevention systems. Most modern operating systems include a

software firewall, which is enabled by default. A software firewall can be configured to allow

or deny network traffic to or from a service or application running on the operating system.

Therefore, one can install and be running an insecure service, such as Telnet or FTP, and not

have to be threatened by a security breach because the firewall would deny all traffic trying to

connect to the service on that port.
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An alternative strategy, and the only sandbox strategy available in systems that do not meet

the Popek and Goldberg virtualization requirements, is the operating system not running user

programs as native code, but instead either emulates a processor or provides a host for a p-

code based system such as Java.

Internal security is especially relevant for multi-user systems; it allows each user of the

system to have private files that the other users cannot tamper with or read. Internal security

is also vital if auditing is to be of any use, since a program can potentially bypass the

operating system, inclusive of bypassing auditing.

5.1 Example: Microsoft Windows

While the Windows 9x series offered the option of having profiles for multiple users,

they had no concept of access privileges, and did not allow concurrent access; and so

were not true multi-user operating systems. In addition, they implemented only partial

memory protection. They were accordingly widely criticised for lack of security.

The Windows NT series of operating systems, by contrast, are true multi-user, and

implement absolute memory protection. However, a lot of the advantages of being a

true multi-user operating system were nullified by the fact that, prior to Windows

Vista, the first user account created during the setup process was an administrator

account, which was also the default for new accounts. Though Windows XP did have

limited accounts, the majority of home users did not change to an account type with

fewer rights partially due to the number of programs which unnecessarily required

administrator rights and so most home users ran as administrator all the time.

Windows Vista changes this by introducing a privilege elevation system called User

Account Control. When logging in as a standard user, a logon session is created and a

token containing only the most basic privileges is assigned. In this way, the new logon

session is incapable of making changes that would affect the entire system. When

logging in as a user in the Administrators group, two separate tokens are assigned.

The first token contains all privileges typically awarded to an administrator, and the

second is a restricted token similar to what a standard user would receive. User

applications, including the Windows Shell, are then started with the restricted token,

resulting in a reduced privilege environment even under an Administrator account.
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When an application requests higher privileges or "Run as administrator" is clicked,

UAC will prompt for confirmation and, if consent is given (including administrator

credentials if the account requesting the elevation is not a member of the

administrators group), start the process using the unrestricted token

5.2 Example: Linux/Unix

Linux and UNIX both have two tier security, which limits any system-wide changes

to the root user, a special user account on all UNIX-like systems. While the root user

has virtually unlimited permission to affect system changes, programs running as a

regular user are limited in where they can save files, what hardware they can access,

etc. In many systems, a user's memory usage, their selection of available programs,

their total disk usage or quota, available range of programs' priority settings, and other

functions can also be locked down. This provides the user with plenty of freedom to

do what needs done, without being able to put any part of the system in jeopardy

(barring accidental triggering of system-level bugs) or make sweeping, system-wide

changes. The user's settings are stored in an area of the computer's file system called

the user's home directory, which is also provided as a location where the user may

store their work, similar to My Documents on a Windows system. Should a user have

to install software or make system-wide changes, they must become the root user

temporarily, usually with the su or sudo command, which is answered with the

computer's root password when prompted. Some systems (such as Ubuntu and its

derivatives) are configured by default to allow select users to run programs as the root

user via the sudo command, using the user's own password for authentication instead

of the system's root password. One is sometimes said to "go root" when elevating

oneself to root access.

6. File system support in modern operating systems

Support for file systems is highly varied among modern operating systems although there are

several common file systems which almost all operating systems include support and drivers

for.
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6.1 Solaris

The SUN Microsystems Solaris Operating System in earlier releases defaulted to

(non-journaled or non-logging) UFS for bootable and supplementary file systems.

Solaris (as most Operating Systems based upon Open Standards and/or Open Source)

defaulted to, supported, and extended UFS.

Support for other file systems and significant enhancements were added over time,

including Veritas Software Corp. (Journaling) VxFS, SUN Microsystems (Clustering)

QFS, SUN Microsystems (Journaling) UFS, and SUN Microsystems (open source,

poolable, 128 bit compressible, and error-correcting) ZFS.

Kernel extensions were added to Solaris to allow for bootable Veritas VxFS

operation. Logging or Journaling was added to UFS in SUN's Solaris 7. Releases of

Solaris 10, Solaris Express, OpenSolaris, and other Open Source variants of Solaris

Operating System later supported bootable ZFS.

Logical Volume Management allows for spanning a file system across multiple

devices for the purpose of adding redundancy, capacity, and/or throughput. Legacy

environments in Solaris may use Solaris Volume Manager (formerly known as

Solstice DiskSuite.) Multiple operating systems (including Solaris) may use Veritas

Volume Manager. Modern Solaris based Operating Systems eclipse the need for

Volume Management through leveraging virtual storage pools in ZFS.

6.2 Linux

Many Linux distributions support some or all of ext2, ext3, ext4, ReiserFS, Reiser4,

JFS , XFS , GFS, GFS2, OCFS, OCFS2, and NILFS. The ext file systems, namely

ext2, ext3 and ext4 are based on the original Linux file system. Others have been

developed by companies to meet their specific needs, hobbyists, or adapted from

UNIX, Microsoft Windows, and other operating systems. Linux has full support for

XFS and JFS, along with FAT (the MS-DOS file system), and HFS which is the

primary file system for the Macintosh.

In recent years support for Microsoft Windows NT's NTFS file system has appeared

in Linux, and is now comparable to the support available for other native UNIX file
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systems. ISO 9660 and UDF are supported which are standard file systems used on

CDs, DVDs, and BluRay discs. It is possible to install Linux on the majority of these

file systems. Unlike other operating systems, Linux and UNIX allow any file system

to be used regardless of the media it is stored on, whether it is a hard drive, CD or

DVD, or even contained within a file located on another file system.

6.3 Microsoft Windows

Microsoft Windows currently supports NTFS and FAT file systems, along with

network file systems shared from other computers, and the ISO 9660 and UDF

filesystems used for CDs, DVDs, and other optical discs such as BluRay. Under

Windows each file system is usually limited in application to certain media, for

example CDs must use ISO 9660 or UDF, and as of Windows Vista, NTFS is the only

file system which the operating system can be installed on. Windows Embedded CE

6.0, Windows Vista Service Pack 1, and Windows Server 2008 support ExFAT, a file

system more suitable for flash drives.

6.3 Mac OS X

Mac OS X supports HFS+ with journaling as its primary file system. It is derived

from the Hierarchical File System of the earlier Mac OS. Mac OS X has facilities to

read and write FAT, NTFS (only read, although an open-source cross plataform

implementation known as NTFS 3G provides read-write support to Microsoft

Windows NTFS file system for Mac OS X users.), UDF, and other file systems, but

cannot be installed to them. Due to its UNIX heritage Mac OS X now supports

virtually all the file systems supported by the UNIX VFS. Recently Apple Inc. started

work on porting Sun Microsystem's ZFS filesystem to Mac OS X and preliminary

support is already available in Mac OS X 10.5.

6.4 Special-purpose file systems

FAT file systems are commonly found on floppy disks, flash memory cards, digital

cameras, and many other portable devices because of their relative simplicity.

Performance of FAT compares poorly to most other file systems as it uses overly

simplistic data structures, making file operations time-consuming, and makes poor use
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of disk space in situations where many small files are present. ISO 9660 and

Universal Disk Format are two common formats that target Compact Discs and

DVDs. Mount Rainier is a newer extension to UDF supported by Linux 2.6 kernels

and Windows Vista that facilitates rewriting to DVDs in the same fashion as has been

possible with floppy disks.

6.5 Journalized file systems

File systems may provide journaling, which provides safe recovery in the event of a

system crash. A journaled file system writes some information twice: first to the

journal, which is a log of file system operations, then to its proper place in the

ordinary file system. Journaling is handled by the file system driver, and keeps track

of each operation taking place that changes the contents of the disk. In the event of a

crash, the system can recover to a consistent state by replaying a portion of the

journal. Many UNIX file systems provide journaling including ReiserFS, JFS, and

Ext3.

In contrast, non-journaled file systems typically need to be examined in their entirety

by a utility such as fsck or chkdsk for any inconsistencies after an unclean shutdown.

Soft updates is an alternative to journaling that avoids the redundant writes by

carefully ordering the update operations. Log-structured file systems and ZFS also

differ from traditional journaled file systems in that they avoid inconsistencies by

always writing new copies of the data, eschewing in-place updates.

7. Graphical user interfaces

Most modern computer systems support graphical user interfaces (GUI), and often include

them. In some computer systems, such as the original implementations of Microsoft

Windows and the Mac OS, the GUI is integrated into the kernel.

While technically a graphical user interface is not an operating system service, incorporating

support for one into the operating system kernel can allow the GUI to be more responsive by

reducing the number of context switches required for the GUI to perform its output functions.

Other operating systems are modular, separating the graphics subsystem from the kernel and

the Operating System. In the 1980s UNIX, VMS and many others had operating systems that
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were built this way. GNU/Linux and Mac OS X are also built this way. Modern releases of

Microsoft Windows such as Windows Vista implement a graphics subsystem that is mostly in

user-space, however versions between Windows NT 4.0 and Windows Server 2003's graphics

drawing routines exist mostly in kernel space. Windows 9x had very little distinction between

the interface and the kernel.

Many computer operating systems allow the user to install or create any user interface they

desire. The X Window System in conjunction with GNOME or KDE is a commonly-found

setup on most Unix and Unix-like (BSD, GNU/Linux, Minix) systems. A number of

Windows shell replacements have been released for Microsoft Windows, which offer

alternatives to the included Windows shell, but the shell itself cannot be separated from

Windows.

Numerous Unix-based GUIs have existed over time, most derived from X11. Competition

among the various vendors of Unix (HP, IBM, Sun) led to much fragmentation, though an

effort to standardize in the 1990s to COSE and CDE failed for the most part due to various

reasons, eventually eclipsed by the widespread adoption of GNOME and KDE. Prior to open

source-based toolkits and desktop environments, Motif was the prevalent toolkit/desktop

combination (and was the basis upon which CDE was developed).

Graphical user interfaces evolve over time. For example, Windows has modified its user

interface almost every time a new major version of Windows is released, and the Mac OS

GUI changed dramatically with the introduction of Mac OS X in 2001.

8. History

The first computers did not have operating systems. By the early 1960s, commercial

computer vendors were supplying quite extensive tools for streamlining the development,

scheduling, and execution of jobs on batch processing systems. Examples were produced by

UNIVAC and Control Data Corporation, amongst others.

The operating systems originally deployed on mainframes, and, much later, the original

microcomputer operating systems, only supported one program at a time, requiring only a

very basic scheduler. Each program was in complete control of the machine while it was

running. Multitasking (timesharing) first came to mainframes in the 1960s.
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In 1969-70, UNIX first appeared on the PDP-7 and later the PDP-11. It soon became capable

of providing cross-platform time sharing using preemptive multitasking, advanced memory

management, memory protection, and a host of other advanced features. UNIX soon gained

popularity as an operating system for mainframes and minicomputers alike.

MS-DOS provided many operating system like features, such as disk access. However, many

DOS programs bypassed it entirely and ran directly on hardware. IBM's version, PC DOS,

ran on IBM microcomputers, including the IBM PC and the IBM PC XT, and MS-DOS came

into widespread use on clones of these machines.

IBM PC compatibles could also run Microsoft Xenix, a UNIX-like operating system from the

early 1980s. Xenix was heavily marketed by Microsoft as a multi-user alternative to its single

user MS-DOS operating system. The CPUs of these personal computers could not facilitate

kernel memory protection or provide dual mode operation, so Microsoft Xenix relied on

cooperative multitasking and had no protected memory.

The 80286-based IBM PC AT was the first IBM compatible personal computer capable of

using dual mode operation, and providing memory protection. However, the adoption of

these features by software vendors was delayed due to numerous bugs in their

implementation on the 286, and were only widely accepted with the release of the Intel

80386.

Classic Mac OS, and Microsoft Windows 1.0-3.11 supported only cooperative multitasking

(Windows 95, 98, & ME supported preemptive multitasking only when running 32-bit

applications, but ran legacy 16-bit applications using cooperative multitasking), and were

very limited in their abilities to take advantage of protected memory. Application programs

running on these operating systems must yield CPU time to the scheduler when they are not

using it, either by default, or by calling a function.

Windows NT's underlying operating system kernel which was a designed by essentially the

same team as Digital Equipment Corporation's VMS, a UNIX-like operating system which

provided protected mode operation for all user programs, kernel memory protection,

preemptive multi-tasking, virtual file system support, and a host of other features.
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Classic AmigaOS and versions of Microsoft Windows from Windows 1.0 through Windows

Me did not properly track resources allocated by processes at runtime. If a process had to be

terminated, the resources might not be freed up for new programs until the machine was

restarted.

Topic : Networks

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to understand:

 Network classification

 Types of networks

 Basic hardware components

Definition/Overview:

Overview: A computer network is a group of interconnected computers. Networks may be

classified according to a wide variety of characteristics. This section provides a general

overview of some types and categories and also presents the basic components of a network.

Key Points:

1. Introduction

A network is a collection of computers and devices connected to each other. The network

allows computers to communicate with each other and share resources and information. The

Advance Research Projects Agency (ARPA) designed "Advanced Research Projects Agency

Network" (ARPANET) for the United States Department of Defense. It was the first

computer network in the world in late 1960's and early 1970's.
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2. Network classification

The following list presents categories used for classifying networks.

2.1 Connection method

Computer networks can also be classified according to the hardware and software

technology that is used to interconnect the individual devices in the network, such as

Optical fiber, Ethernet, Wireless LAN, HomePNA, or Power line communication.

Ethernet uses physical wiring to connect devices. Frequently deployed devices

include hubs, switches, bridges and/or routers. Wireless LAN technology is designed

to connect devices without wiring. These devices use radio waves or infrared signals

as a transmission medium.

2.2 Scale

Based on their scale, networks can be classified as Local Area Network (LAN), Wide

Area Network (WAN), Metropolitan Area Network (MAN), Personal Area Network

(PAN), Virtual Private Network (VPN), Campus Area Network (CAN), Storage Area

Network (SAN), etc.

2.3 Functional relationship (network architecture)

Computer networks may be classified according to the functional relationships which

exist among the elements of the network, e.g., Active Networking, Client-server and

Peer-to-peer (workgroup) architecture.

2.4 Network topology

Computer networks may be classified according to the network topology upon which

the network is based, such as bus network, star network, ring network, mesh network,

star-bus network, tree or hierarchical topology network. Network topology signifies

the way in which devices in the network see their logical relations to one another. The

use of the term "logical" here is significant. That is, network topology is independent

of the "physical" layout of the network. Even if networked computers are physically

placed in a linear arrangement, if they are connected via a hub, the network has a Star
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topology, rather than a bus topology. In this regard the visual and operational

characteristics of a network are distinct; the logical network topology is not

necessarily the same as the physical layout. Networks may be classified based on the

method of data used to convey the data, these include digital and analog networks.

3. Types of networks

Below is a list of the most common types of computer networks in order of scale.

3.1 Personal area network

A personal area network (PAN) is a computer network used for communication

among computer devices close to one person. Some examples of devices that are used

in a PAN are printers, fax machines, telephones, PDAs and scanners. The reach of a

PAN is typically about 20-30 feet (approximately 6-9 meters), but this is expected to

increase with technology improvements.

3.2 Local area network

A local area network (LAN) is a computer network covering a small physical area,

like a home, office, or small group of buildings, such as a school, or an airport.

Current LANs are most likely to be based on Ethernet technology. For example, a

library may have a wired or wireless LAN for users to interconnect local devices (e.g.,

printers and servers) and to connect to the internet. On a wired LAN, PCs in the

library are typically connected by category 5 (Cat5) cable, running the IEEE 802.3

protocol through a system of interconnected devices and eventually connect to the

Internet. The cables to the servers are typically on Cat 5e enhanced cable, which will

support IEEE 802.3 at 1 Gbit/s. A wireless LAN may exist using a different IEEE

protocol, 802.11b, 802.11g or possibly 802.11n. The staff computers (bright green in

the figure) can get to the color printer, checkout records, and the academic network

and the Internet. All user computers can get to the Internet and the card catalog. Each

workgroup can get to its local printer. Note that the printers are not accessible from

outside their workgroup.

Typical library network, in a branching tree topology and controlled access to

resourcesAll interconnected devices must understand the network layer (layer 3),
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because they are handling multiple subnets (the different colors). Those inside the

library, which have only 10/100 Mbit/s Ethernet connections to the user device and a

Gigabit Ethernet connection to the central router, could be called "layer 3 switches"

because they only have Ethernet interfaces and must understand IP. It would be more

correct to call them access routers, where the router at the top is a distribution router

that connects to the Internet and academic networks' customer access routers.

The defining characteristics of LANs, in contrast to WANs (wide area networks),

include their higher data transfer rates, smaller geographic range, and lack of a need

for leased telecommunication lines. Current Ethernet or other IEEE 802.3 LAN

technologies operate at speeds up to 10 Gbit/s. This is the data transfer rate. IEEE has

projects investigating the standardization of 100 Gbit/s, and possibly 40 Gbit/s.

3.3 Campus area network

A campus area network (CAN) is a computer network made up of an interconnection

of local area networks (LANs) within a limited geographical area. It can be

considered one form of a metropolitan area network, specific to an academic setting.

In the case of a university campus-based campus area network, the network is likely

to link a variety of campus buildings including; academic departments, the university

library and student residence halls. A campus area network is larger than a local area

network but smaller than a wide area network (WAN) (in some cases).

The main aim of a campus area network is to facilitate students accessing internet and

university resources. This is a network that connects two or more LANs but that is

limited to a specific and contiguous geographical area such as a college campus,

industrial complex, office building, or a military base. A CAN may be considered a

type of MAN (metropolitan area network), but is generally limited to a smaller area

than a typical MAN. This term is most often used to discuss the implementation of

networks for a contiguous area. This should not be confused with a Controller Area

Network. A LAN connects network devices over a relatively short distance. A

networked office building, school, or home usually contains a single LAN, though
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sometimes one building will contain a few small LANs (perhaps one per room), and

occasionally a LAN will span a group of nearby buildings. In TCP/IP networking, a

LAN is often but not always implemented as a single IP subnet.

3.4 Metropolitan area network

A metropolitan area network (MAN) is a network that connects two or more local

area networks or campus area networks together but does not extend beyond the

boundaries of the immediate town/city. Routers, switches and hubs are connected to

create a metropolitan area network.

3.5 Wide area network

A wide area network (WAN) is a computer network that covers a broad area (i.e., any

network whose communications links cross metropolitan, regional, or national

boundaries ). Less formally, a WAN is a network that uses routers and public

communications links . Contrast with personal area networks (PANs), local area

networks (LANs), campus area networks (CANs), or metropolitan area networks

(MANs) are usually limited to a room, building, campus or specific metropolitan area

(e.g., a city) respectively. The largest and most well-known example of a WAN is the

Internet. A WAN is a data communications network that covers a relatively broad

geographic area (i.e. one city to another and one country to another country) and that

often uses transmission facilities provided by common carriers, such as telephone

companies. WAN technologies generally function at the lower three layers of the OSI

reference model: the physical layer, the data link layer, and the network layer.

3.6 Global area network

A global area networks (GAN) specification is in development by several groups, and

there is no common definition. In general, however, a GAN is a model for supporting

mobile communications across an arbitrary number of wireless LANs, satellite

coverage areas, etc. The key challenge in mobile communications is "handing off" the

user communications from one local coverage area to the next. In IEEE Project 802,

this involves a succession of terrestrial WIRELESS local area networks (WLAN).
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3.7 Virtual private network

A virtual private network (VPN) is a computer network in which some of the links

between nodes are carried by open connections or virtual circuits in some larger

network (e.g., the Internet) instead of by physical wires. The link-layer protocols of

the virtual network are said to be tunneled through the larger network when this is the

case. One common application is secure communications through the public Internet,

but a VPN need not have explicit security features, such as authentication or content

encryption. VPNs, for example, can be used to separate the traffic of different user

communities over an underlying network with strong security features. A VPN may

have best-effort performance, or may have a defined service level agreement (SLA)

between the VPN customer and the VPN service provider. Generally, a VPN has a

topology more complex than point-to-point. A VPN allows computer users to appear

to be editing from an IP address location other than the one which connects the actual

computer to the Internet.

3.8 Internetwork

A Internetworking involves connecting two or more distinct computer networks or

network segments via a common routing technology. The result is called an

internetwork (often shortened to internet). Two or more networks or network

segments connected using devices that operate at layer 3 (the 'network' layer) of the

OSI Basic Reference Model, such as a router. Any interconnection among or between

public, private, commercial, industrial, or governmental networks may also be defined

as an internetwork.

In modern practice, the interconnected networks use the Internet Protocol. There are

at least three variants of internetwork, depending on who administers and who

participates in them:

o Intranet

o Extranet

o Internet
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Intranets and extranets may or may not have connections to the Internet. If connected

to the Internet, the intranet or extranet is normally protected from being accessed from

the Internet without proper authorization. The Internet is not considered to be a part of

the intranet or extranet, although it may serve as a portal for access to portions of an

extranet.

3.9 Intranet

An intranet is a set of networks, using the Internet Protocol and IP-based tools such as

web browsers and file transfer applications, that is under the control of a single

administrative entity. That administrative entity closes the intranet to all but specific,

authorized users. Most commonly, an intranet is the internal network of an

organization. A large intranet will typically have at least one web server to provide

users with organizational information.

3.10 Extranet

An extranet is a network or internetwork that is limited in scope to a single

organization or entity but which also has limited connections to the networks of one

or more other usually, but not necessarily, trusted organizations or entities (e.g. a

company's customers may be given access to some part of its intranet creating in this

way an extranet, while at the same time the customers may not be considered 'trusted'

from a security standpoint). Technically, an extranet may also be categorized as a

CAN, MAN, WAN, or other type of network, although, by definition, an extranet

cannot consist of a single LAN; it must have at least one connection with an external

network.

3.11 Internet

The Internet is a specific internetwork. It consists of a worldwide interconnection of

governmental, academic, public, and private networks based upon the networking

technologies of the Internet Protocol Suite. It is the successor of the Advanced

Research Projects Agency Network (ARPANET) developed by DARPA of the U.S.

Department of Defense. The Internet is also the communications backbone underlying

the World Wide Web (WWW). The 'Internet' is most commonly spelled with a capital
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'I' as a proper noun, for historical reasons and to distinguish it from other generic

internetworks. Participants in the Internet use a diverse array of methods of several

hundred documented, and often standardized, protocols compatible with the Internet

Protocol Suite and an addressing system (IP Addresses) administered by the Internet

Assigned Numbers Authority and address registries. Service providers and large

enterprises exchange information about the reachability of their address spaces

through the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP), forming a redundant worldwide mesh of

transmission paths.

4. Basic hardware components

All networks are made up of basic hardware building blocks to interconnect network nodes,

such as Network Interface Cards (NICs), Bridges, Hubs, Switches, and Routers. In addition,

some method of connecting these building blocks is required, usually in the form of galvanic

cable (most commonly Category 5 cable). Less common are microwave links (as in IEEE

802.12) or optical cable ("optical fiber"). An ethernet card may also be required.

4.1 Network interface cards

A network card, network adapter or NIC (network interface card) is a piece of

computer hardware designed to allow computers to communicate over a computer

network. It provides physical access to a networking medium and often provides a

low-level addressing system through the use of MAC addresses. It allows users to

connect to each other either by using cables or wirelessly.The NIC provides the

transfer of data in megabytes.

4.2 Repeaters

A repeater is an electronic device that receives a signal and retransmits it at a higher

power level, or to the other side of an obstruction, so that the signal can cover longer

distances without degradation. In most twisted pair ethernet configurations, repeaters

are required for cable runs longer than 100 meters away from the computer
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4.3 Hubs

A hub contains multiple ports. When a packet arrives at one port, it is copied

unmodified to all ports of the hub for transmission. The destination address in the

frame is not changed to a broadcast address

4.4 Bridges

A network bridge connects multiple network segments at the data link layer (layer 2)

of the OSI model. Bridges do not promiscuously copy traffic to all ports, as hubs do,

but learn which MAC addresses are reachable through specific ports. Once the bridge

associates a port and an address, it will send traffic for that address only to that port.

Bridges do send broadcasts to all ports except the one on which the broadcast was

received.

Bridges learn the association of ports and addresses by examining the source address

of frames that it sees on various ports. Once a frame arrives through a port, its source

address is stored and the bridge assumes that MAC address is associated with that

port. The first time that a previously unknown destination address is seen, the bridge

will forward the frame to all ports other than the one on which the frame arrived.

Bridges come in three basic types:

o Local bridges: Directly connect local area networks (LANs)

o Remote bridges: Can be used to create a wide area network (WAN) link

between LANs. Remote bridges, where the connecting link is slower than

the end networks, largely have been replaced by routers.

o Wireless bridges: Can be used to join LANs or connect remote stations to

LANs.

4.5 Switches

A switch is a device that forwards and filters OSI layer 2 datagrams (chunk of data

communication) between ports (connected cables) based on the MAC addresses in the

packets. This is distinct from a hub in that it only forwards the packets to the ports
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involved in the communications rather than all ports connected. Strictly speaking, a

switch is not capable of routing traffic based on IP address (OSI Layer 3) which is

necessary for communicating between network segments or within a large or complex

LAN. Some switches are capable of routing based on IP addresses but are still called

switches as a marketing term. A switch normally has numerous ports, with the

intention being that most or all of the network is connected directly to the switch, or

another switch that is in turn connected to a switch.

Switch is a marketing term that encompasses routers and bridges, as well as devices

that may distribute traffic on load or by application content (e.g., a Web URL

identifier). Switches may operate at one or more OSI model layers, including

physical, data link, network, or transport (i.e., end-to-end). A device that operates

simultaneously at more than one of these layers is called a multilayer switch.

Overemphasizing the ill-defined term "switch" often leads to confusion when first

trying to understand networking. Many experienced network designers and operators

recommend starting with the logic of devices dealing with only one protocol level, not

all of which are covered by OSI. Multilayer device selection is an advanced topic that

may lead to selecting particular implementations, but multilayer switching is simply

not a real-world design concept.

4.6 Routers

Routers are networking devices that forward data packets between networks using

headers and forwarding tables to determine the best path to forward the packets.

Routers work at the network layer

In Section 3 of this course you will cover these topics:
Internet

Database Fundamentals

Data Structures
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Topic : Internet

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to understand:

 History of internet

 Today's Internet

 Common uses of internet

Definition/Overview:

Internet: The Internet is a global network of interconnected computers, enabling users to

share information along multiple channels. Typically, a computer that connects to the Internet

can access information from a vast array of available servers and other computers by moving

information from them to the computer's local memory. The same connection allows that

computer to send information to servers on the network; that information is in turn accessed

and potentially modified by a variety of other interconnected computers. A majority of

widely accessible information on the Internet consists of inter-linked hypertext documents

and other resources of the World Wide Web (WWW). Computer users typically manage sent

and received information with web browsers; other software for users' interface with

computer networks includes specialized programs for electronic mail, online chat, file

transfer and file sharing. The movement of information in the Internet is achieved via a

system of interconnected computer networks that share data by packet switching using the

standardized Internet Protocol Suite (TCP/IP). It is a "network of networks" that consists of

millions of private and public, academic, business, and government networks of local to

global scope that are linked by copper wires, fiber-optic cables, wireless connections, and

other technologies.

Key Points:

1. History

The USSR's launch of Sputnik spurred the United States to create the Advanced Research

Projects Agency, known as ARPA, in February 1958 to regain a technological lead. ARPA
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created the Information Processing Technology Office (IPTO) to further the research of the

Semi Automatic Ground Environment (SAGE) program, which had networked country-wide

radar systems together for the first time. J. C. R. Licklider was selected to head the IPTO, and

networking as a potential unifying human revolution.

Licklider moved from the Psycho-Acoustic Laboratory at HarvardUniversity to MIT in 1950,

after becoming interested in information technology. At MIT, he served on a committee that

established Lincoln Laboratory and worked on the SAGE project. In 1957 he became a Vice

President at BBN, where he bought the first production PDP-1 computer and conducted the

first public demonstration of time-sharing.

At the IPTO, Licklider got Lawrence Roberts to start a project to make a network, and

Roberts based the technology on the work of Paul Baran, who had written an exhaustive

study for the U.S. Air Force that recommended packet switching (as opposed to circuit

switching) to make a network highly robust and survivable. After much work, the first two

nodes of what would become the ARPANET were interconnected between UCLA and SRI

(later SRI International) in Menlo Park, California, on October 29, 1969. The ARPANET was

one of the "eve" networks of today's Internet.

Following on from the demonstration that packet switching worked on the ARPANET, the

British Post Office, Telenet, DATAPAC and TRANSPAC collaborated to create the first

international packet-switched network service. In the UK, this was referred to as the

International Packet Switched Service (IPSS), in 1978. The collection of X.25-based

networks grew from Europe and the USto cover Canada, Hong Kong and Australiaby 1981.

The X.25 packet switching standard was developed in the CCITT (now called ITU-T) around

1976.

X.25 was independent of the TCP/IP protocols that arose from the experimental work of

DARPA on the ARPANET, Packet Radio Net and Packet Satellite Net during the same time

period. Vinton Cerf and Robert Kahn developed the first description of the TCP protocols

during 1973 and published a paper on the subject in May 1974. Use of the term "Internet" to

describe a single global TCP/IP network originated in December 1974 with the publication of

RFC 675, the first full specification of TCP that was written by Vinton Cerf, Yogen Dalal and

Carl Sunshine, then at Stanford University. During the next nine years, work proceeded to

refine the protocols and to implement them on a wide range of operating systems.
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The first TCP/IP-based wide-area network was operational by January 1, 1983 when all hosts

on the ARPANET were switched over from the older NCP protocols. In 1985, the United

States' National Science Foundation (NSF) commissioned the construction of the NSFNET, a

university 56 kilobit/second network backbone using computers called "fuzzballs" by their

inventor, David L. Mills. The following year, NSF sponsored the conversion to a higher-

speed 1.5 megabit/second network. A key decision to use the DARPA TCP/IP protocols was

made by Dennis Jennings, then in charge of the Supercomputer program at NSF.

The opening of the network to commercial interests began in 1988. The US Federal

Networking Council approved the interconnection of the NSFNET to the commercial MCI

Mail system in that year and the link was made in the summer of 1989. Other commercial

electronic e-mail services were soon connected, including OnTyme, Telemail and

Compuserve. In that same year, three commercial Internet service providers (ISP) were

created: UUNET, PSINet and CERFNET. Important, separate networks that offered gateways

into, then later merged with, the Internet include Usenet and BITNET. Various other

commercial and educational networks, such as Telenet, Tymnet, Compuserve and JANET

were interconnected with the growing Internet. Telenet (later called Sprintnet) was a large

privately funded national computer network with free dial-up access in cities throughout the

U.S. that had been in operation since the 1970s. This network was eventually interconnected

with the others in the 1980s as the TCP/IP protocol became increasingly popular. The ability

of TCP/IP to work over virtually any pre-existing communication networks allowed for a

great ease of growth, although the rapid growth of the Internet was due primarily to the

availability of commercial routers from companies such as Cisco Systems, Proteon and

Juniper, the availability of commercial Ethernet equipment for local-area networking, and the

widespread implementation of TCP/IP on the UNIX operating system.

Although the basic applications and guidelines that make the Internet possible had existed for

almost two decades, the network did not gain a public face until the 1990s. On 6 August

1991, CERN, a pan european organisation for particle research, publicized the new World

Wide Web project. The Web was invented by English scientist Tim Berners-Lee in 1989.

An early popular web browser was ViolaWWW, patterned after HyperCard and built using

the X Window System. It was eventually replaced in popularity by the Mosaic web browser.

In 1993, the National Centerfor Supercomputing Applications at the University of

Illinoisreleased version 1.0 of Mosaic, and by late 1994 there was growing public interest in
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the previously academic, technical Internet. By 1996 usage of the word Internet had become

commonplace, and consequently, so had its use as a synecdoche in reference to the World

Wide Web.

Meanwhile, over the course of the decade, the Internet successfully accommodated the

majority of previously existing public computer networks (although some networks, such as

FidoNet, have remained separate). During the 1990s, it was estimated that the Internet grew

by 100% per year, with a brief period of explosive growth in 1996 and 1997. This growth is

often attributed to the lack of central administration, which allows organic growth of the

network, as well as the non-proprietary open nature of the Internet protocols, which

encourages vendor interoperability and prevents any one company from exerting too much

control over the network. Using various statistics, AMD estimated the population of internet

users to be 1.5 billion as of January 2009.

2. Today's Internet

Aside from the complex physical connections that make up its infrastructure, the Internet is

facilitated by bi- or multi-lateral commercial contracts (e.g., peering agreements), and by

technical specifications or protocols that describe how to exchange data over the network.

Indeed, the Internet is defined by its interconnections and routing policies.

2.1 Internet protocols

The complex communications infrastructure of the Internet consists of its hardware

components and a system of software layers that control various aspects of the

architecture. While the hardware can often be used to support other software systems,

it is the design and the rigorous standardization process of the software architecture

that characterizes the Internet.

The responsibility for the architectural design of the Internet software systems has

been delegated to the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF). The IETF conducts

standard-setting work groups, open to any individual, about the various aspects of

Internet architecture. Resulting discussions and final standards are published in

Requests for Comments (RFCs), freely available on the IETF web site.
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The principal methods of networking that enable the Internet are contained in a series

of RFCs that constitute the Internet Standards. These standards describe a system

known as the Internet Protocol Suite. This is a model architecture that divides

methods into a layered system of protocols. The layers correspond to the environment

or scope in which their services operate. At the top is the space (Application Layer) of

the software application, e.g., a web browser application, and just below it is the

Transport Layer which connects applications on different hosts via the network (e.g.,

client-server model). The underlying network consists of two layers: the Internet

Layer which enables computers to connect to one-another via intermediate (transit)

networks and thus is the layer that establishes internetworking and the Internet, and

lastly, at the bottom, is a software layer that provides connectivity between hosts on

the same local link (therefor called Link Layer), e.g., a local area network (LAN) or a

dial-up connection. This model is also known as the TCP/IP model of networking.

While other models have been developed, such as the Open Systems Interconnection

(OSI) model, they are not compatible in the details of description, nor

implementation.

The most prominent component of the Internet model is the Internet Protocol (IP)

which provides addressing systems for computers on the Internet and facilitates the

internetworking of networks. IP Version 4 (IPv4) is the initial version used on the first

generation of the today's Internet and is still in dominant use. It was designed to

address up to ~4.3 billion (109) Internet hosts. However, the explosive growth of the

Internet has led to IPv4 address exhaustion. A new protocol version, IPv6, was

developed which provides vastly larger addressing capabilities and more efficient

routing of data traffic. IPv6 is currently in commercial deployment phase around the

world.

IPv6 is not interoperable with IPv4. It essentially establishes a "parallel" version of

the Internet not accessible with IPv4 software. This means software upgrades are

necessary for every networking device that needs to communicate on the IPv6

Internet. Most modern computer operating systems are already converted to operate

with both versions of the Internet Protocol. Network infrastructures, however, are still

lagging in this development.
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2.2 ICANN

The Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN) is the authority

that coordinates the assignment of unique identifiers on the Internet, including domain

names, Internet Protocol (IP) addresses, and protocol port and parameter numbers. A

globally unified namespace (i.e., a system of names in which there is at most one

holder for each possible name) is essential for the Internet to function. ICANN is

headquartered in Marina del Rey, California, but is overseen by an international board

of directors drawn from across the Internet technical, business, academic, and non-

commercial communities. The US government continues to have the primary role in

approving changes to the root zone file that lies at the heart of the domain name

system. Because the Internet is a distributed network comprising many voluntarily

interconnected networks, the Internet has no governing body. ICANN's role in

coordinating the assignment of unique identifiers distinguishes it as perhaps the only

central coordinating body on the global Internet, but the scope of its authority extends

only to the Internet's systems of domain names, IP addresses, protocol ports and

parameter numbers.

2.3 The Internet viewed on mobile devices

The Internet can now be accessed virtually anywhere by numerous means. Mobile

phones, datacards, handheld game consoles and cellular routers allow users to connect

to the Internet from anywhere there is a cellular network supporting that device's

technology. Within the limitations imposed by the small screen and other limited

facilities of such a pocket-sized device, all the services of the Internet, including email

and web browsing, may be available in this way. Service providers may restrict the

range of these services and charges for data access may be significant, compared to

home usage.

3. Common uses

3.1 E-mail

The concept of sending electronic text messages between parties in a way analogous

to mailing letters or memos predates the creation of the Internet. Even today it can be
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important to distinguish between Internet and internal e-mail systems. Internet e-mail

may travel and be stored unencrypted on many other networks and machines out of

both the sender's and the recipient's control. During this time it is quite possible for

the content to be read and even tampered with by third parties, if anyone considers it

important enough. Purely internal or intranet mail systems, where the information

never leaves the corporate or organization's network, are much more secure, although

in any organization there will be IT and other personnel whose job may involve

monitoring, and occasionally accessing, the e-mail of other employees not addressed

to them. Today you can send pictures and attach files on e-mail. Most e-mail servers

today also feature the ability to send e-mail to multiple e-mail addresses.

E-Mail E-mail is a means or system of transmitting messages electronically. It is any

method of creating, transmitting, or storing. E-mails are what allow people to keep in

touch with other people in an easy and fast way because of the invention of the

Internet. It is a quick way to send a message or document or eve a file or just anything

to someone or the other. Not only can the email be sent to one person but it can also

be sent to as many people as it is needed to be sent to. If one receives an email that

they need to send to others they are able to forward the message to anyone they chose

to There are many different types of websites such as Google, yahoo, msn, etc. to

create email accounts on. Creating an account in any of these still allows for one to

communicate with anyone from any of the different types of accounts. All email

accounts created are free and anyone is allowed to create one. E-mails are very secure

and private between the sender and recipient and allow for information to be very

easily sent and replied to.

3.2 The World Wide Web

Many people use the terms Internet and World Wide Web (or just the Web)

interchangeably, but, as discussed above, the two terms are not synonymous. The

World Wide Web is a huge set of interlinked documents, images and other resources,

linked by hyperlinks and URLs. These hyperlinks and URLs allow the web servers

and other machines that store originals, and cached copies of, these resources to

deliver them as required using HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol). HTTP is only

one of the communication protocols used on the Internet.
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Web services also use HTTP to allow software systems to communicate in order to

share and exchange business logic and data. Software products that can access the

resources of the Web are correctly termed user agents. In normal use, web browsers,

such as Internet Explorer, Firefox and Apple Safari, access web pages and allow users

to navigate from one to another via hyperlinks. Web documents may contain almost

any combination of computer data including graphics, sounds, text, video, multimedia

and interactive content including games, office applications and scientific

demonstrations.

Through keyword-driven Internet research using search engines like Yahoo! and

Google, millions of people worldwide have easy, instant access to a vast and diverse

amount of online information. Compared to encyclopedias and traditional libraries,

the World Wide Web has enabled a sudden and extreme decentralization of

information and data.

Using the Web, it is also easier than ever before for individuals and organisations to

publish ideas and information to an extremely large audience. Anyone can find ways

to publish a web page, a blog or build a website for very little initial cost. Publishing

and maintaining large, professional websites full of attractive, diverse and up-to-date

information is still a difficult and expensive proposition, however.

Many individuals and some companies and groups use "web logs" or blogs, which are

largely used as easily updatable online diaries. Some commercial organisations

encourage staff to fill them with advice on their areas of specialization in the hope

that visitors will be impressed by the expert knowledge and free information, and be

attracted to the corporation as a result. One example of this practice is Microsoft,

whose product developers publish their personal blogs in order to pique the public's

interest in their work.

Collections of personal web pages published by large service providers remain

popular, and have become increasingly sophisticated. Whereas operations such as

Angelfire and GeoCities have existed since the early days of the Web, newer offerings

from, for example, Facebook and MySpace currently have large followings. These

operations often brand themselves as social network services rather than simply as

web page hosts.
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Advertising on popular web pages can be lucrative, and e-commerce or the sale of

products and services directly via the Web continues to grow. In the early days, web

pages were usually created as sets of complete and isolated HTML text files stored on

a web server. More recently, websites are more often created using content

management or wiki software with, initially, very little content. Contributors to these

systems, who may be paid staff, members of a club or other organisation or members

of the public, fill underlying databases with content using editing pages designed for

that purpose, while casual visitors view and read this content in its final HTML form.

There may or may not be editorial, approval and security systems built into the

process of taking newly entered content and making it available to the target visitors.

3.3 Remote access

The Internet allows computer users to connect to other computers and information

stores easily, wherever they may be across the world. They may do this with or

without the use of security, authentication and encryption technologies, depending on

the requirements.

This is encouraging new ways of working from home, collaboration and information

sharing in many industries. An accountant sitting at home can audit the books of a

company based in another country, on a server situated in a third country that is

remotely maintained by IT specialists in a fourth. These accounts could have been

created by home-working bookkeepers, in other remote locations, based on

information e-mailed to them from offices all over the world. Some of these things

were possible before the widespread use of the Internet, but the cost of private leased

lines would have made many of them infeasible in practice.

An office worker away from his desk, perhaps on the other side of the world on a

business trip or a holiday, can open a remote desktop session into his normal office

PC using a secure Virtual Private Network (VPN) connection via the Internet. This

gives the worker complete access to all of his or her normal files and data, including

e-mail and other applications, while away from the office.
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This concept is also referred to by some network security people as the Virtual Private

Nightmare, because it extends the secure perimeter of a corporate network into its

employees' homes.

3.5 Collaboration

The low cost and nearly instantaneous sharing of ideas, knowledge, and skills has

made collaborative work dramatically easier. Not only can a group cheaply

communicate and share ideas, but the wide reach of the Internet allows such groups to

easily form in the first place. An example of this is the free software movement,

which has produced Linux, Mozilla Firefox, OpenOffice.org etc.

Internet "chat", whether in the form of IRC chat rooms or channels, or via instant

messaging systems, allow colleagues to stay in touch in a very convenient way when

working at their computers during the day. Messages can be exchanged even more

quickly and conveniently than via e-mail. Extensions to these systems may allow files

to be exchanged, "whiteboard" drawings to be shared or voice and video contact

between team members.

Version control systems allow collaborating teams to work on shared sets of

documents without either accidentally overwriting each other's work or having

members wait until they get "sent" documents to be able to make their contributions.

Business and project teams can share calendars as well as documents and other

information. Such collaboration occurs in a wide variety of areas including scientific

research, software development, conference planning, political activism and creative

writing.

3.6 File sharing

A computer file can be e-mailed to customers, colleagues and friends as an

attachment. It can be uploaded to a website or FTP server for easy download by

others. It can be put into a "shared location" or onto a file server for instant use by

colleagues. The load of bulk downloads to many users can be eased by the use of

"mirror" servers or peer-to-peer networks.
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In any of these cases, access to the file may be controlled by user authentication, the

transit of the file over the Internet may be obscured by encryption, and money may

change hands for access to the file. The price can be paid by the remote charging of

funds from, for example, a credit card whose details are also passedhopefully fully

encryptedacross the Internet. The origin and authenticity of the file received may be

checked by digital signatures or by MD5 or other message digests.

These simple features of the Internet, over a worldwide basis, are changing the

production, sale, and distribution of anything that can be reduced to a computer file

for transmission. This includes all manner of print publications, software products,

news, music, film, video, photography, graphics and the other arts. This in turn has

caused seismic shifts in each of the existing industries that previously controlled the

production and distribution of these products.

3.7 Streaming media

Many existing radio and television broadcasters provide Internet "feeds" of their live

audio and video streams (for example, the BBC). They may also allow time-shift

viewing or listening such as Preview, Classic Clips and Listen Again features. These

providers have been joined by a range of pure Internet "broadcasters" who never had

on-air licenses. This means that an Internet-connected device, such as a computer or

something more specific, can be used to access on-line media in much the same way

as was previously possible only with a television or radio receiver. The range of

material is much wider, from pornography to highly specialized, technical webcasts.

Podcasting is a variation on this theme, whereusually audiomaterial is downloaded

and played back on a computer or shifted to a portable media player to be listened to

on the move. These techniques using simple equipment allow anybody, with little

censorship or licensing control, to broadcast audio-visual material on a worldwide

basis.

Webcams can be seen as an even lower-budget extension of this phenomenon. While

some webcams can give full-frame-rate video, the picture is usually either small or

updates slowly. Internet users can watch animals around an African waterhole, ships

in the Panama Canal, traffic at a local roundabout or monitor their own premises, live
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and in real time. Video chat rooms and video conferencing are also popular with

many uses being found for personal webcams, with and without two-way sound.

YouTube was founded on 15 February 2005 and is now the leading website for free

streaming video with a vast number of users. It uses a flash-based web player to

stream and show the video files. Users are able to watch videos without signing up;

however, if they do sign up, they are able to upload an unlimited amount of videos

and build their own personal profile. YouTube claims that its users watch hundreds of

millions, and upload hundreds of thousands, of videos daily.

3.8 Internet Telephony (VoIP)

VoIP stands for Voice-over-Internet Protocol, referring to the protocol that underlies

all Internet communication. The idea began in the early 1990s with walkie-talkie-like

voice applications for personal computers. In recent years many VoIP systems have

become as easy to use and as convenient as a normal telephone. The benefit is that, as

the Internet carries the voice traffic, VoIP can be free or cost much less than a

traditional telephone call, especially over long distances and especially for those with

always-on Internet connections such as cable or ADSL.

VoIP is maturing into a competitive alternative to traditional telephone service.

Interoperability between different providers has improved and the ability to call or

receive a call from a traditional telephone is available. Simple, inexpensive VoIP

network adapters are available that eliminate the need for a personal computer. Voice

quality can still vary from call to call but is often equal to and can even exceed that of

traditional calls.

Remaining problems for VoIP include emergency telephone number dialling and

reliability. Currently, a few VoIP providers provide an emergency service, but it is not

universally available. Traditional phones are line-powered and operate during a power

failure; VoIP does not do so without a backup power source for the phone equipment

and the Internet access devices.

VoIP has also become increasingly popular for gaming applications, as a form of

communication between players. Popular VoIP clients for gaming include Ventrilo
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and Teamspeak, and others. PlayStation 3 and Xbox 360 also offer VoIP chat

features.

Topic : Database Fundamentals

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to understand:

 The term Architecture

 Database management systems

 Database models

 Applications of databases

Definition/Overview:

Definition: A database is a structured collection of records or data that is stored in a

computer system. The structure is achieved by organizing the data according to a database

model. The model in most common use today is the relational model. Other models such as

the hierarchical model and the network model use a more explicit representation of

relationships.

Key Points:

1. Architecture

Depending on the intended use, there are a number of database architectures in use. Many

databases use a combination of strategies. On-line Transaction Processing systems (OLTP)

often use row-oriented data-store architecture, while data-warehouse and other retrieval-

focused applications like Google's BigTable, or bibliographic database (library catalogue)

systems may use a Column-oriented DBMS architecture. Document-Oriented, XML,

knowledgebases, as well as frame databases and RDF-stores (aka triple-stores), may also use

a combination of these architectures in their implementation.
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Finally, it should be noted that not all databases have or need a database 'schema' (so called

schema-less databases). Over many years the database industry has been dominated by

General Purpose database systems, which offer a wide range of functions that are applicable

to many, if not most circumstances in modern data processing. These have been enhanced

with extensible datatypes, pioneered in the PostgreSQL project, to allow a very wide range of

applications to be developed. There are also other types of database which cannot be

classified as relational databases.

2. Database management systems

A computer database relies upon software to organize the storage of data. This software is

known as a database management system (DBMS). Database management systems are

categorized according to the database model that they support. The model tends to determine

the query languages that are available to access the database. A great deal of the internal

engineering of a DBMS, however, is independent of the data model, and is concerned with

managing factors such as performance, concurrency, integrity, and recovery from hardware

failures. In these areas there are large differences between products.

A Relational Database Management System (RDBMS) implements the features of the

relational model outlined above. In this context, Date's "Information Principle" states: "the

entire information content of the database is represented in one and only one way. Namely as

explicit values in column positions (attributes) and rows in relations (tuples). Therefore, there

are no explicit pointers between related tables."

3. Database models

3.1 Post-relational database models

Products offering a more general data model than the relational model are sometimes

classified as post-relational. The data model in such products incorporates relations

but is not constrained by the Information Principle, which requires that all information

is represented by data values in relations.

Some of these extensions to the relational model actually integrate concepts from

technologies that pre-date the relational model. For example, they allow

representation of a directed graph with trees on the nodes. Some products
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implementing such models have been built by extending relational database systems

with non-relational features. Others, however, have arrived in much the same place by

adding relational features to pre-relational systems. Paradoxically, this allows

products that are historically pre-relational, such as PICK and MUMPS, to make a

plausible claim to be post-relational in their current architecture.

3.2 Object database models

In recent years, the object-oriented paradigm has been applied to database technology,

creating a new programming model known as object databases. These databases

attempt to bring the database world and the application programming world closer

together, in particular by ensuring that the database uses the same type system as the

application program. This aims to avoid the overhead (sometimes referred to as the

impedance mismatch) of converting information between its representation in the

database (for example as rows in tables) and its representation in the application

program (typically as objects). At the same time, object databases attempt to introduce

the key ideas of object programming, such as encapsulation and polymorphism, into

the world of databases.

A variety of these ways have been tried for storing objects in a database. Some

products have approached the problem from the application programming end, by

making the objects manipulated by the program persistent. This also typically requires

the addition of some kind of query language, since conventional programming

languages do not have the ability to find objects based on their information content.

Others have attacked the problem from the database end, by defining an object-

oriented data model for the database, and defining a database programming language

that allows full programming capabilities as well as traditional query facilities.

4. Applications of databases

Databases are used in many applications, spanning virtually the entire range of computer

software. Databases are the preferred method of storage for large multiuser applications,

where coordination between many users is needed. Even individual users find them

convenient, and many electronic mail programs and personal organizers are based on

standard database technology. Software database drivers are available for most database
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platforms so that application software can use a common Application Programming Interface

to retrieve the information stored in a database. Two commonly used database APIs are

JDBC and ODBC.

Topic : Data Structures

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to understand:

 Background of data structures

 Types of data structures

Definition/Overview:

Overview: Relational database tables/indexes are typically stored in memory or on hard disk

in one of many forms, ordered/unordered flat files, ISAM, heaps, hash buckets or B+ trees.

The most commonly used are B+ trees and ISAM.

Key Points:

1. Background

Object databases use a range of storage mechanisms. Some use virtual memory mapped files

to make the native language (C++, Java etc.) objects persistent. This can be highly efficient

but it can make multi-language access more difficult. Others break the objects down into

fixed and varying length components that are then clustered tightly together in fixed sized

blocks on disk and reassembled into the appropriate format either for the client or in the client

address space. Another popular technique is to store the objects in tuples, much like a

relational database, which the database server then reassembles for the clients. Other

important design choices relate to the clustering of data by category (such as grouping data

by month, or location), creating pre-computed views known as materialized views,

partitioning data by range or hash. Memory management and storage topology can be

important design choices for database designers as well. Just as normalization is used to
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reduce storage requirements and improve the extensibility of the database, conversely

denormalization is often used to reduce join complexity and reduce execution time for

queries.

2. Types

2.1 Indexing

All of these databases can take advantage of indexing to increase their speed. This

technology has advanced tremendously since its early uses in the 1960s and 1970s.

The most common kind of index is a sorted list of the contents of some particular

table column, with pointers to the row associated with the value. An index allows a

set of table rows matching some criterion to be located quickly. Typically, indexes are

also stored in the various forms of data-structure mentioned above (such as B-trees,

hashes, and linked lists). Usually, a specific technique is chosen by the database

designer to increase efficiency in the particular case of the type of index required.

Most relational DBMS's and some object DBMSs have the advantage that indexes can

be created or dropped without changing existing applications making use of it. The

database chooses between many different strategies based on which one it estimates

will run the fastest. In other words, indexes are transparent to the application or end-

user querying the database; while they affect performance, any SQL command will

run with or without index to compute the result of an SQL statement. The RDBMS

will produce a plan of how to execute the query, which is generated by analyzing the

run times of the different algorithms and selecting the quickest. Some of the key

algorithms that deal with joins are nested loop join, sort-merge join and hash join.

Which of these is chosen depends on whether an index exists, what type it is, and its

cardinality.

An index speeds up access to data, but it has disadvantages as well. First, every index

increases the amount of storage on the hard drive necessary for the database file, and

second, the index must be updated each time the data are altered, and this costs time.

(Thus an index saves time in the reading of data, but it costs time in entering and

altering data. It thus depends on the use to which the data are to be put whether an

index is on the whole a net plus or minus in the quest for efficiency.)
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A special case of an index is a primary index, or primary key, which is distinguished

in that the primary index must ensure a unique reference to a record. Often, for this

purpose one simply uses a running index number (ID number). Primary indexes play a

significant role in relational databases, and they can speed up access to data

considerably.

2.2 Transactions and concurrency

In addition to their data model, most practical databases ("transactional databases")

attempt to enforce a database transaction. Ideally, the database software should

enforce the ACID rules, summarized here:

o Atomicity: Either all the tasks in a transaction must be done, or none of

them. The transaction must be completed, or else it must be undone (rolled

back).

o Consistency: Every transaction must preserve the integrity constraints the

declared consistency rules of the database. It cannot place the data in a

contradictory state.

o Isolation: Two simultaneous transactions cannot interfere with one another.

Intermediate results within a transaction are not visible to other

transactions.

o Durability: Completed transactions cannot be aborted later or their results

discarded. They must persist through (for instance) restarts of the DBMS

after crashes

In practice, many DBMSs allow most of these rules to be selectively relaxed for better

performance. Concurrency control is a method used to ensure that transactions are

executed in a safe manner and follow the ACID rules. The DBMS must be able to

ensure that only serializable, recoverable schedules are allowed, and that no actions of

committed transactions are lost while undoing aborted transactions.
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2.3 Replication

Replication of databases is closely related to transactions. If a database can log its

individual actions, it is possible to create a duplicate of the data in real time. The

duplicate can be used to improve performance or availability of the whole database

system. Common replication concepts include:

o Master/Slave Replication: All write requests are performed on the master

and then replicated to the slaves

o Quorum: The result of Read and Write requests are calculated by querying a

"majority" of replicas.

o Multimaster: Two or more replicas sync each other via a transaction

identifier.

Parallel synchronous replication of databases enables transactions to be replicated on

multiple servers simultaneously, which provides a method for backup and security as

well as data availability.

2.4 Locking

Locking is how the database handles multiple concurrent operations. This is how

concurrency and some form of basic integrity is managed within the database system.

Such locks can be applied on a row level, or on other levels like page (a basic data

block), extent (multiple array of pages) or even an entire table. This helps maintain

the integrity of the data by ensuring that only one process at a time can modify the

same data.

In basic filesystem files or folders, only one lock at a time can be set, restricting the

usage to one process only. Databases, on the other hand, can set and hold mutiple

locks at the same time on the different level of the physical data structure. How locks

are set, last is determined by the database engine locking scheme based on the

submitted SQL or transactions by the users. Generally speaking, no activity on the

database should be translated by no or very light locking.
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For most DBMS systems existing on the market, locks are generally shared or

exclusive. Exclusive locks mean that no other lock can acquire the current data object

as long as the exclusive lock lasts. Exclusive locks are usually set while the database

needs to change data, like during an UPDATE or DELETE operation.

Shared locks can take ownership one from the other of the current data structure.

Shared locks are usually used while the database is reading data, during a SELECT

operation. The number, nature of locks and time the lock holds a data block can have

a huge impact on the database performances. Bad locking can lead to disastrous

performance response (usually the result of poor SQL requests, or inadequate

database physical structure)

Default locking behavior is enforced by the isolation level of the dataserver. Changing

the isolation level will affect how shared or exclusive locks must be set on the data for

the entire database system. Default isolation is generally 1, where data can not be read

while it is modified, forbidding to return "ghost data" to end user.

At some point intensive or inappropriate exclusive locking, can lead to the "dead

lock" situation between two locks. Where none of the locks can be released because

they try to acquire resources mutually from each other. The Database has a fail safe

mechanism and will automatically "sacrifice" one of the locks releasing the resource.

Doing so processes or transactions involved in the "dead lock" will be rolled back.

Databases can also be locked for other reasons, like access restrictions for given levels

of user. Some databases are also locked for routine database maintenance, which

prevents changes being made during the maintenance. See "Locking tables and

databases" (section in some documentation / explanation from IBM) for more detail.)

However, many modern databases don't lock the database during routine

maintenance. e.g. "Routine Database Maintenance" for PostgreSQL.

In Section 4 of this course you will cover these topics:
File Structures

Programming
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Software Engineering

Topic : File Structures

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to understand:

 Types of File Systems

 File systems and operating systems

 Data retrieval process

Definition/Overview:

Overview: In computing, a file system (often also written as filesystem) is a method for

storing and organizing computer files and the data they contain to make it easy to find and

access them. File systems may use a data storage device such as a hard disk or CD-ROM and

involve maintaining the physical location of the files, they might provide access to data on a

file server by acting as clients for a network protocol (e.g., NFS, SMB, or 9P clients), or they

may be virtual and exist only as an access method for virtual data (e.g., procfs). It is

distinguished from a directory service and registry. More formally, a file system is a special-

purpose database for the storage, organization, manipulation, and retrieval of data.

Key Points:

1. Introduction

Most file systems make use of an underlying data storage device that offers access to an array

of fixed-size blocks, sometimes called sectors, generally a power of 2 in size (512 bytes or 1,

2, or 4 KiB are most common). The file system software is responsible for organizing these

sectors into files and directories, and keeping track of which sectors belong to which file and

which are not being used. Most file systems address data in fixed-sized units called "clusters"

or "blocks" which contain a certain number of disk sectors (usually 1-64). This is the smallest

amount of disk space that can be allocated to hold a file.
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However, file systems need not make use of a storage device at all. A file system can be used

to organize and represent access to any data, whether it be stored or dynamically generated

(e.g., procfs).

2. Types of File Systems

File system types can be classified into disk file systems, network file systems and special

purpose file systems.

2.1 Disk file systems

A disk file system is a file system designed for the storage of files on a data storage

device, most commonly a disk drive, which might be directly or indirectly connected

to the computer. Examples of disk file systems include FAT (FAT12, FAT16, FAT32,

exFAT), NTFS, HFS and HFS+, HPFS, ext2, ext3, ISO 9660, ODS-5, ZFS and UDF.

Some disk file systems are journaling file systems or versioning file systems.

2.2 Flash file systems

A flash file system is a file system designed for storing files on flash memory devices.

These are becoming more prevalent as the number of mobile devices is increasing,

and the capacity of flash memories increase. While a disk file system can be used on a

flash device, this is suboptimal for several reasons:

o Erasing blocks: Flash memory blocks have to be explicitly erased before

they can be rewritten. The time taken to erase blocks can be significant,

thus it is beneficial to erase unused blocks while the device is idle.

o Random access: Disk file systems are optimized to avoid disk seeks

whenever possible, due to the high cost of seeking. Flash memory devices

impose no seek latency.

o Wear levelling: Flash memory devices tend to wear out when a single block

is repeatedly overwritten; flash file systems are designed to spread out

writes evenly.
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Log-structured file systems have many of the desirable properties for a flash file

system. Such file systems include JFFS2 and YAFFS.

2.3 Database file systems

A new concept for file management is the concept of a database-based file system.

Instead of, or in addition to, hierarchical structured management, files are identified

by their characteristics, like type of file, topic, author, or similar metadata.

2.4 Transactional file systems

Each disk operation may involve changes to a number of different files and disk

structures. In many cases, these changes are related, meaning that it is important that

they all be executed at the same time. Take for example a bank sending another bank

some money electronically. The bank's computer will "send" the transfer instruction

to the other bank and also update its own records to indicate the transfer has occurred.

If for some reason the computer crashes before it has had a chance to update its own

records, then on reset, there will be no record of the transfer but the bank will be

missing some money.

Transaction processing introduces the guarantee that at any point while it is running, a

transaction can either be finished completely or reverted completely (though not

necessarily both at any given point). This means that if there is a crash or power

failure, after recovery, the stored state will be consistent. (Either the money will be

transferred or it will not be transferred, but it won't ever go missing "in transit".) This

type of file system is designed to be fault tolerant, but may incur additional overhead

to do so. Journaling file systems are one technique used to introduce transaction-level

consistency to file system structures.

2.5 Network file systems

A network file system is a file system that acts as a client for a remote file access

protocol, providing access to files on a server. Examples of network file systems

include clients for the NFS, AFS, SMB protocols, and file-system-like clients for FTP

and WebDAV.
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2.6 Special purpose file systems

A special purpose file system is basically any file system that is not a disk file system

or network file system. This includes systems where the files are arranged

dynamically by software, intended for such purposes as communication between

computer processes or temporary file space.

Special purpose file systems are most commonly used by file-centric operating

systems such as Unix. Examples include the procfs (/proc) file system used by some

Unix variants, which grants access to information about processes and other operating

system features.

Deep space science exploration craft, like Voyager I & II used digital tape-based

special file systems. Most modern space exploration craft like Cassini-Huygens used

Real-time operating system file systems or RTOS influenced file systems. The Mars

Rovers are one such example of an RTOS file system, important in this case because

they are implemented in flash memory.

Crash counting is a feature of a file system designed as an alternative to journaling. It

is claimed[who?] that it maintains consistency across crashes without the code

complexity of implementing journaling.

3. File systems and operating systems

Most operating systems provide a file system, as a file system is an integral part of any

modern operating system. Early microcomputer operating systems' only real task was file

management a fact reflected in their names (see DOS). Some early operating systems had a

separate component for handling file systems which was called a disk operating system. On

some microcomputers, the disk operating system was loaded separately from the rest of the

operating system. On early operating systems, there was usually support for only one, native,

unnamed file system; for example, CP/M supports only its own file system, which might be

called "CP/M file system" if needed, but which didn't bear any official name at all.

Because of this, there needs to be an interface provided by the operating system software

between the user and the file system. This interface can be textual (such as provided by a

command line interface, such as the Unix shell, or OpenVMS DCL) or graphical (such as
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provided by a graphical user interface, such as file browsers). If graphical, the metaphor of

the folder, containing documents, other files, and nested folders is often used (see also:

directory and folder).

3.1 Flat file systems

In a flat file system, there are no subdirectorieseverything is stored at the same (root)

level on the media, be it a hard disk, floppy disk, etc. While simple, this system

rapidly becomes inefficient as the number of files grows, and makes it difficult for

users to organize data into related groups.

Like many small systems before it, the original Apple Macintosh featured a flat file

system, called Macintosh File System. Its version of Mac OS was unusual in that the

file management software (Macintosh Finder) created the illusion of a partially

hierarchical filing system on top of MFS. This structure meant that every file on a

disk had to have a unique name, even if it appeared to be in a separate folder. MFS

was quickly replaced with Hierarchical File System, which supported real directories.

A recent addition to the flat file system family is Amazon's S3, a remote storage

service, which is intentionally simplistic to allow users the ability to customize how

their data is stored. The only constructs are buckets (imagine a disk drive of unlimited

size) and objects (similar, but not identical to the standard concept of a file). Advance

file management is allowed by being able to use nearly any character (including '/') in

the objects name, and the ability to select subsets of the bucket's content based on

identical prefixes.

3.2 File systems under Unix-like operating systems

Unix-like operating systems create a virtual file system, which makes all the files on

all the devices appear to exist in a single hierarchy. This means, in those systems,

there is one root directory, and every file existing on the system is located under it

somewhere. Unix-like systems can use a RAM disk or network shared resource as its

root directory.

Unix-like systems assign a device name to each device, but this is not how the files on

that device are accessed. Instead, to gain access to files on another device, the
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operating system must first be informed where in the directory tree those files should

appear. This process is called mounting a file system. For example, to access the files

on a CD-ROM, one must tell the operating system "Take the file system from this

CD-ROM and make it appear under such-and-such directory". The directory given to

the operating system is called the mount point - it might, for example, be /media. The

/media directory exists on many Unix systems (as specified in the Filesystem

Hierarchy Standard) and is intended specifically for use as a mount point for

removable media such as CDs, DVDs and like floppy disks. It may be empty, or it

may contain subdirectories for mounting individual devices. Generally, only the

administrator (i.e. root user) may authorize the mounting of file systems.

Unix-like operating systems often include software and tools that assist in the

mounting process and provide it new functionality. Some of these strategies have

been coined "auto-mounting" as a reflection of their purpose.

o In many situations, file systems other than the root need to be available as

soon as the operating system has booted. All Unix-like systems therefore

provide a facility for mounting file systems at boot time. System

administrators define these file systems in the configuration file fstab or

vfstab in Solaris Operating Environment, which also indicates options and

mount points.

o In some situations, there is no need to mount certain file systems at boot

time, although their use may be desired thereafter. There are some utilities

for Unix-like systems that allow the mounting of predefined file systems

upon demand.

o Removable media have become very common with microcomputer

platforms. They allow programs and data to be transferred between

machines without a physical connection. Common examples include USB

flash drives, CD-ROMs, and DVDs. Utilities have therefore been

developed to detect the presence and availability of a medium and then

mount that medium without any user intervention.
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o Progressive Unix-like systems have also introduced a concept called

supermounting; see, for example, the Linux supermount-ng project. For

example, a floppy disk that has been supermounted can be physically

removed from the system. Under normal circumstances, the disk should

have been synchronized and then unmounted before its removal. Provided

synchronization has occurred, a different disk can be inserted into the

drive. The system automatically notices that the disk has changed and

updates the mount point contents to reflect the new medium. Similar

functionality is found on Windows machines.

o A similar innovation preferred by some users is the use of autofs, a system

that, like supermounting, eliminates the need for manual mounting

commands. The difference from supermount, other than compatibility in

an apparent greater range of applications such as access to file systems on

network servers, is that devices are mounted transparently when requests

to their file systems are made, as would be appropriate for file systems on

network servers, rather than relying on events such as the insertion of

media, as would be appropriate for removable media.

3.3 File systems under Linux

Linux supports many different file systems, but common choices for the system disk

include the ext* family (such as ext2 and ext3), XFS, JFS and ReiserFS.

3.4 File systems under Solaris

The Sun Microsystems Solaris operating system in earlier releases defaulted to (non-

journaled or non-logging) UFS for bootable and supplementary file systems. Solaris

(as most operating systems based upon open standards and/or open source) defaulted

to, supported, and extended UFS.

Support for other file systems and significant enhancements were added over time,

including Veritas Software Corp. (Journaling) VxFS, Sun Microsystems (Clustering)

QFS, Sun Microsystems (Journaling) UFS, and Sun Microsystems (open source,

poolable, 128 bit compressible, and error-correcting) ZFS.
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Kernel extensions were added to Solaris to allow for bootable Veritas VxFS

operation. Logging or Journaling was added to UFS in Sun's Solaris 7. Releases of

Solaris 10, Solaris Express, OpenSolaris, and other open source variants of the Solaris

operating system later supported bootable ZFS.

Logical Volume Management allows for spanning a file system across multiple

devices for the purpose of adding redundancy, capacity, and/or throughput. Legacy

environments in Solaris may use Solaris Volume Manager (formerly known as

Solstice DiskSuite.) Multiple operating systems (including Solaris) may use Veritas

Volume Manager. Modern Solaris based operating systems eclipse the need for

Volume Management through leveraging virtual storage pools in ZFS.

3.5 File systems under Mac OS X

Mac OS X uses a file system that it inherited from classic Mac OS called HFS Plus.

HFS Plus is a metadata-rich and case preserving file system. Due to the Unix roots of

Mac OS X, Unix permissions were added to HFS Plus. Later versions of HFS Plus

added journaling to prevent corruption of the file system structure and introduced a

number of optimizations to the allocation algorithms in an attempt to defragment files

automatically without requiring an external defragmenter.

Filenames can be up to 255 characters. HFS Plus uses Unicode to store filenames. On

Mac OS X, the filetype can come from the type code, stored in file's metadata, or the

filename.

HFS Plus has three kinds of links: Unix-style hard links, Unix-style symbolic links

and aliases. Aliases are designed to maintain a link to their original file even if they

are moved or renamed; they are not interpreted by the file system itself, but by the

File Manager code in userland.

Mac OS X also supports the UFS file system, derived from the BSD Unix Fast File

System via NeXTSTEP. However, as of Mac OS X 10.5 (Leopard), Mac OS X can no

longer be installed on a UFS volume, nor can a pre-Leopard system installed on a

UFS volume be upgraded to Leopard.
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3.6 File systems under Plan 9 from Bell Labs

Plan 9 from Bell Labs was originally designed to extend some of Unix's good points,

and to introduce some new ideas of its own while fixing the shortcomings of Unix.

With respect to file systems, the Unix system of treating things as files was continued,

but in Plan 9, everything is treated as a file, and accessed as a file would be (i.e., no

ioctl or mmap). Perhaps surprisingly, while the file interface is made universal it is

also simplified considerably, for example symlinks, hard links and suid are made

obsolete, and an atomic create/open operation is introduced. More importantly the set

of file operations becomes well defined and subversions of this like ioctl are

eliminated.

Secondly, the underlying 9P protocol was used to remove the difference between

local and remote files (except for a possible difference in latency). This has the

advantage that a device or devices, represented by files, on a remote computer could

be used as though it were the local computer's own device(s). This means that under

Plan 9, multiple file servers provide access to devices, classing them as file systems.

Servers for "synthetic" file systems can also run in user space bringing many of the

advantages of micro kernel systems while maintaining the simplicity of the system.

Everything on a Plan 9 system has an abstraction as a file; networking, graphics,

debugging, authentication, capabilities, encryption, and other services are accessed

via I-O operations on file descriptors. For example, this allows the use of the IP stack

of a gateway machine without need of NAT, or provides a network-transparent

window system without the need of any extra code.

Another example: a Plan-9 application receives FTP service by opening an FTP site.

The ftpfs server handles the open by essentially mounting the remote FTP site as part

of the local file system. With ftpfs as an intermediary, the application can now use the

usual file-system operations to access the FTP site as if it were part of the local file

system.
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3.7 File systems under Microsoft Windows

The File Allocation Table (FAT) filing system, supported by all versions of Microsoft

Windows, was an evolution of that used in Microsoft's earlier operating system (MS-

DOS which in turn was based on 86-DOS). FAT ultimately traces its roots back to the

short-lived M-DOS project and Standalone disk BASIC before it. Over the years

various features have been added to it, inspired by similar features found on file

systems used by operating systems such as Unix.

Older versions of the FAT file system (FAT12 and FAT16) had file name length

limits, a limit on the number of entries in the root directory of the file system and had

restrictions on the maximum size of FAT-formatted disks or partitions. Specifically,

FAT12 and FAT16 had a limit of 8 characters for the file name, and 3 characters for

the extension (such as .exe). This is commonly referred to as the 8.3 filename limit.

VFAT, which was an extension to FAT12 and FAT16 introduced in Windows NT 3.5

and subsequently included in Windows 95, allowed long file names (LFN). FAT32

also addressed many of the limits in FAT12 and FAT16, but remains limited

compared to NTFS.

NTFS, introduced with the Windows NT operating system, allowed ACL-based

permission control. Hard links, multiple file streams, attribute indexing, quota

tracking, compression and mount-points for other file systems (called "junctions") are

also supported, though not all these features are well-documented.

Unlike many other operating systems, Windows uses a drive letter abstraction at the

user level to distinguish one disk or partition from another. For example, the path

C:\WINDOWS represents a directory WINDOWS on the partition represented by the

letter C. The C drive is most commonly used for the primary hard disk partition, on

which Windows is usually installed and from which it boots. This "tradition" has

become so firmly ingrained that bugs came about in older versions of Windows which

made assumptions that the drive that the operating system was installed on was C.

The tradition of using "C" for the drive letter can be traced to MS-DOS, where the

letters A and B were reserved for up to two floppy disk drives. Network drives may

also be mapped to drive letters.
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4. Data retrieval process

The operating system calls on the IFS (Installable File System) manager. The IFS calls on the

correct FSD (File System Driver) in order to open the selected file from a choice of four

FSDs that work with different storage systemsNTFS, VFAT, CDFS (for optical drives), and

Network. The FSD gets the location on the disk for the first cluster of the file from the FAT

(File Allocation Table), FAT32, VFAT (Virtual File Allocation Table), or, in the case of

Windows NT based, the MFT (Master File Table). In short, the whole point of the FAT,

FAT32, VFAT, or MFT is to map out all the files on the disk and record where they are

located (which track and sector of the disk).

Topic : Programming

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to understand:

 Types of data

 Data Operations

Definition/Overview:

Overview: A data type in programming languages is an attribute of a data which tells the

computer (and the programmer) something about the kind of data it is. This involves setting

constraints on the datum, such as what values it can take and what operations may be

performed upon it.In a broad sense, a data type defines a set of values and the allowable

operations on those values . Almost all programming languages explicitly include the notion

of data type, though different languages may use different terminology. Most programming

languages also allow the programmer to define additional data types, usually by combining

multiple elements of other types and defining the valid operations of the new data type. For

example, a programmer might create a new data type named "Person" that specifies that data

interpreted as Person would include a name and a date of birth.
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For example, in the Java programming language, the "int" type represents the set of 32-bit

integers ranging in value from -2,147,483,648 to 2,147,483,647, as well as the operations that

can be performed on integers, such as addition, subtraction, and multiplication. Colors, on the

other hand, are represented by three bytes denoting the amounts each of red, green, and blue,

and one string representing that color's name; allowable operations include addition and

subtraction, but not multiplication.

A data type can also be thought of as a constraint placed upon the interpretation of data in a

type system, describing representation, interpretation and structure of values or objects stored

in computer memory. The type system uses data type information to check correctness of

computer programs that access or manipulate the data.

Key Points:

1. Types of data types

1.1 Abstract data types (ADT)

In computing, an abstract data type (ADT) is a specification of a set of data and the

set of operations that can be performed on the data. Such a data type is abstract in the

sense that it is independent of various concrete implementations. The definition can

be mathematical, or it can be programmed as an interface. A first class ADT supports

the creation of multiple instances of the ADT, and the interface normally provides a

constructor, which returns an abstract handle to new data, and several operations,

which are functions accepting the abstract handle as an argument.

The main contribution of the abstract data type theory (and its evolution, the design

by contract) is that it (1) formalizes a definition of type (which was only intuitively

hinted on procedural programming) (2) on the basis of the information hiding

principle and (3) in a way that such formalization can be explicitly represented in

programming language notations and semantics. This important advance in computer

science theory (motivated by software engineering challenges in procedural

programming) led to the emergence of languages and methodological principles of

object-oriented programming.
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1.2 Algebraic data type

In computer programming, an algebraic data type (sometimes also called a variant

type ) is a datatype each of whose values is data from other datatypes wrapped in one

of the constructors of the datatype. Any wrapped datum is an argument to the

constructor. In contrast to other datatypes, the constructor is not executed and the only

way to operate on the data is to unwrap the constructor using pattern matching.

The most common algebraic data type is a list with two constructors: Nil or [] for an

empty list, and Cons (an abbreviation of constructor), ::, or : for the combination of a

new element with a shorter list (for example (Cons 1 '(2 3 4)) or 1:).

Special cases of algebraic types are product types i.e. records (only one constructor)

and enumerated types (many constructors with no arguments). Algebraic types are

one kind of composite type (i.e. a type formed by combining other types).

An algebraic data type may also be an abstract data type (ADT) if it is exported from

a module without its constructors. Values of such a type can only be manipulated

using functions defined in the same module as the type itself.

In set theory the equivalent of an algebraic data type is a discriminated union a set

whose elements consist of a tag (equivalent to a constructor) and an object of a type

corresponding to the tag (equivalent to the constructor arguments).

1.3 Composite types

In computer science, composite types are datatypes which can be constructed in a

programming language out of that language's basic primitive types and other

composite types. The act of constructing a composite type is known as composition.

A struct is C's and C++'s notion of a composite type, a datatype that composes a fixed

set of labeled fields or members. It is so called because of the struct keyword used in

declaring them, which is short for structure or, more precisely, user-defined data

structure.
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In C++, the only difference between a struct and a class is the default access level,

which is private for classes and public for structs.

Note that while classes and the class keyword were completely new in C++, the C

programming language already had a crude type of structs. For all intents and

purposes, C++ structs form a superset of C structs: virtually all valid C structs are

valid C++ structs with the same semantics.

A struct declaration consists of a list of fields, each of which can have any type. The

total storage required for a struct object is the sum of the storage requirements of all

the fields, plus any internal padding.

1.4 Function types

Type signature is a term that is used in computer programming. A type signature

defines the inputs and outputs for a function or method. A type signature includes at

least the function name and the number of its parameters. In some programming

languages, it may also specify the function's return type or the types of its parameters.

Notice that the type of the result can be regarded as everything past the first supplied

argument. This is a consequence of currying. That is, given a function that had one

argument supplied, but takes in two inputs, the function is "curried" to produce a

function of one argument -- the one that is not supplied. Thus calling f(x), where f :: a

-> b -> c, yields a new function f' :: b -> c which can be called f'(b) to produce c.

The actual type specifications can consist of an actual type, such as Integer, or a

general type variable that is used in parametric polymorphic functions, such as "a", or

"b", or "anyType".

1.5 Machine data types

All data in computers based on digital electronics is represented as bits (alternatives 0

and 1) on the lowest level. The smallest addressable unit of data is a group of bits

called a byte (usually an octet, which is 8 bits). The unit processed by machine code

instructions is called a word (as of 2008, typically 32 or 64 bits). Most instructions

interpret the word as a binary number, such that a 32-bit word can represent unsigned

integer values from 0 to 232 − 1 or signed integer values from − 231 to 231 − 1.
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Because of two's complement, the machine language and machine don't need to

distinguish between these unsigned and signed data types for the most part.

There is a specific set of arithmetic instructions that use a different interpretation of

the bits in word as a floating-point number.

1.6 Object types

In its simplest embodiment, an object is an allocated region of storage. Since

programming languages use variables to access objects, the terms object and variable

are often used interchangeably. However, until memory is allocated, an object does

not exist.

All programming languages present objects. The presence of objects should not be

confounded with the concept of object-orientation.

In procedural programming, an object may contain data or instructions, but not both.

(Instructions may take the form of a procedure or function.) In object-oriented

programming, an object may be associated with both the data and the instructions that

operate on that data.

How an object is created depends on the language. In a prototype-based language

(e.g., JavaScript) an object can be created from nothing, or can be based on an

existing object. In a class-based language (e.g., Java), an object is created as an

instance (or instantiation) of a class. The class forms a specification for the object.

To give a real world analogy, a house is constructed according to a specification.

Here, the specification is a blueprint that represents a class, and the constructed house

represents the object.

In strictly mathematical branches of computer science the term object is used in a

purely mathematical sense to refer to any thing. While this interpretation is useful in

the discussion of abstract theory, it is not concrete enough to serve as a primitive

datatype in the discussion of more concrete branches (such as programming) that are

closer to actual computation and information processing. Therefore, objects are still

conceptual entities, but generally correspond directly to a contiguous block of
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computer memory of a specific size at a specific location. This is because

computation and information processing ultimately require a form of computer

memory. Objects in this sense are fundamental primitives needed to accurately define

concepts such as references, variables, and name binding. This is why the rest of this

section will focus on the concrete interpretation of object rather than the abstract one

object oriented programming.

Note that although a block of computer memory can appear contiguous on one level

of abstraction and incontiguous on another, the important thing is that it appears

contiguous to the program that treats it as an object. That is, an object's private

implementation details must not be exposed to clients of the object, and they must be

able to change without requiring changes to client code. In particular, the size of the

block of memory that forms the object must be able to change without changes to

client code.

Objects exist only within contexts that are aware of them; a piece of computer

memory only holds an object if a program treats it as such (for example by reserving

it for exclusive use by specific procedures and/or associating a data type with it).

Thus, the lifetime of an object is the time during which it is treated as an object. This

is why they are still conceptual entities, despite their physical presence in computer

memory.

In other words, abstract concepts that do not occupy memory space at runtime are,

according to the definition, not objects; e.g., design patterns exhibited by a set of

classes, data types in statically typed programs.

1.7 Primitive types

In most programming languages, all basic types are built-in, but some composite

types may also be built-in. Opinions vary as to whether a built-in type that is not basic

should be considered "primitive".

Depending on the language and its implementation, primitive types may or may not

have a one-to-one correspondence with objects in the computer's memory. However,

one usually expects operations on basic primitive types to be the fastest language
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constructs there are. Integer addition, for example, can be performed as a single

machine instruction, and some processors offer specific instructions to process

sequences of characters with a single instruction. In particular, the C standard

mentions that "a 'plain' int object has the natural size suggested by the architecture of

the execution environment". This means that int is likely to be 32 bits long on a 32-bit

architecture. Basic primitive types are almost always value types.

Most languages do not allow the behaviour or capabilities of primitive (either built-in

or basic) types to be modified by programs. Exceptions include Smalltalk, which

permits all datatypes to be extended within a program, adding to the operations that

can be performed on them or even redefining the built-in operations.

A character type (typically called "char") may contain a single letter, digit,

punctuation mark, or control character. Some languages have two or more character

types, for example a single-byte type for ASCII characters and a multi-byte type for

Unicode characters. The term "character type" is normally used even for types whose

values more precisely represent code units, for example a UTF-16 code unit as in Java

and JavaScript.

Characters may be combined into strings. The string data can include numbers and

other numerical symbols but will be treated as text. In most languages, a string is

equivalent to an array of characters or code units, but Java treats them as distinct types

(java.lang.String and char). Other languages (such as Python, and many dialects of

BASIC) have no separate character type; strings with a length of one are normally

used to represent (single code unit) characters. Literals for characters and strings are

usually surrounded by quotation marks: sometimes, single quotes (') are used for

characters and double quotes (") are used for strings.

2. Data Operations

Programming languages generally support a set of operators that are similar to operators in

mathematics. A language may contain a fixed number of built-in operators (e.g., C

programming language) or it may allow the creation of programmer-defined operators (e.g.,

C++).
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Some built-in operators supported by a language have a direct mapping to a small number of

instructions commonly found on central processing units, though others (e.g. '+' used to

express string concatenation) may have complicated implementations. The specification of a

language will specify the precedence and associativity of the operators it supports. Most

programming language operators take one or two operands, with a few supporting more

operands (e.g., the ?: operator in C). The position of the operator with respect to its operands

may be prefix, infix or postfix.

2.1 Operator overloading

In some programming languages an operator may be ad-hoc polymorphic, that is,

have definitions for more than one kind of data, (such as in Java where the + operator

is used both for the addition of numbers and for the concatenation of strings). Such an

operator is said to be overloaded. In languages that support operator overloading by

the programmer but have a limited set of operators, such as C++, operator overloading

is often used to define customized uses for operators.

2.2 Operand coercion

Some languages also allow for the operands of an operator to be implicitly converted

or coerced to suitable data types for the operation to occur. For example, in Perl

coercion rules lead into 12 + "3.14" producing the result of 15.14. The text "3.14" is

converted to the number 3.14 before addition can take place. Further, 12 is an integer

and 3.14 is either a floating or fixed-point number (a number that has a decimal place

in it) so the integer is then converted to a floating point or fixed-point number

respectively.

In the presence of coercions in a language, the programmer must be aware of the

specific rules regarding operand types and the operation result type to avoid subtle

programming mistakes.

In computer science, type conversion or typecasting refers to changing an entity of

one data type into another. This is done to take advantage of certain features of type

hierarchies. For instance, values from a more limited set, such as integers, can be

stored in a more compact format and later converted to a different format enabling
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operations not previously possible, such as division with several decimal places'

worth of accuracy. In object-oriented programming languages, type conversion allows

programs to treat objects of one type as one of their ancestor types to simplify

interacting with them.

There are two types of conversion: implicit and explicit. The term for implicit type

conversion is coercion. The most common form of explicit type conversion is known

as casting. Explicit type conversion can also be achieved with separately defined

conversion routines such as an overloaded object constructor.

2.3 Operators in APL

In the Iverson Notation that later became APL, Kenneth E. Iverson defined several

operators (reduction, inner product, outer product) acting on functions to produce

functions. So, for example, +/ (plus-reduce) applies the reduction operator to the

binary function + to create a function for adding vectors, rows of matrices, etc.

APL (A Programming Language) is an array programming language based on a

notation invented in 1957 by Kenneth E. Iverson while at HarvardUniversity. It

originated as an attempt to provide consistent notation for the teaching and analysis of

topics related to the application of computers. Iverson published his notation in 1962

in a book titled A Programming Language. By 1965, a subset of the notation was

implemented as a programming language, then known as IVSYS. Later, prior to its

commercial release, APL got its name from the title of the book. Iverson received the

Turing Award in 1979 for his work.

Iverson's notation was later used to describe the IBM System/360 machine

architecture, a description much more concise and exact than the existing

documentation and revealing several previously unnoticed problems. Later, a

Selectric typeball was specially designed to write a linear representation of this

notation. This distinctive aspect of APL, the use of a special character set visually

depicting the operations to be performed, remains fundamentally unchanged today.

The APL language features a rich set of operations which work on entire arrays of

data, like the vector instruction set of a SIMD architecture. While many computer
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languages would require iteration to, for example, add two arrays together, functions

in APL typically deal with entire arrays at once. In conjunction with a special

character set where glyphs represent operations to be performed, this drastically

reduces the potential number of loops and allows for smaller, more concise and

compact programs.

As with all programming languages that have had several decades of continual use,

APL has evolved significantly, generally in an upward-compatible manner, from its

earlier releases. APL is usually interpretive and interactive, and normally features a

read-evaluate-print loop (REPL) for command and expression input. Today, nearly all

modern implementations support structured programming while several dialects now

feature some form of object oriented programming constructs.

Topic : Software Engineering

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to understand:

 History of software engineering

 Software engineering as a profession

 Education of software engineering

Definition/Overview:

Overview: Software engineering is the application of a systematic, disciplined, quantifiable

approach to the development, operation, and maintenance of software, and the study of these

approaches. That is the application of engineering to software. The term software engineering

first appeared in the 1968 NATO Software Engineering Conference and was meant to

provoke thought regarding the current "software crisis" at the time. Since then, it has

continued as a profession and field of study dedicated to creating software that is of higher

quality, cheaper, maintainable, and quicker to build. Since the field is still relatively young

compared to its sister fields of engineering, there is still much work and debate around what

software engineering actually is, and if it deserves the title engineering. It has grown
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organically out of the limitations of viewing software as just programming. Software

development is a term sometimes preferred by practitioners in the industry who view

software engineering as too heavy-handed and constrictive to the malleable process of

creating software. Yet, in spite of its youth as a profession, the field's future looks bright as

Money Magazine and Salary.com rated software engineering as the best job in America in

2006.

Key Points:

1. History

While the term software engineering was coined at a conference in 1968, the problems that it

tried to address started much earlier. The history of software engineering is inextricably

intertwined with the dueling histories of computer hardware and computer software.

When the modern digital computer first appeared in 1941, the instructions to make it operate

were wired into the machine. Practitioners quickly realized that this design was not flexible

and came up with the "stored program architecture" or von Neumann architecture. Thus the

first division between "hardware" and "software" began with abstraction being used to deal

with the complexity of computing.

Programming languages started to appear in the 1950s and this was also another major step in

abstraction. Major languages such as Fortran, Algol, and Cobol were released in the late

1950s to deal with scientific, algorithmic, and business problems respectively. E. W. Dijsktra

wrote his seminal paper, "Go To Statement Considered Harmful", in 1968 and David Parnas

introduced the key concept of modularity and information hiding in 1972 to help

programmers deal with the ever increasing complexity of software systems. A software

system for managing the hardware called an operating system was also introduced, most

notably by Unix in 1969. In 1967, the Simula language introduced the object-oriented

programming paradigm.

These advances in software were met with more advances in computer hardware. In the mid

1970s, the microcomputer was introduced, making it economical for hobbyists to obtain a

computer and write software for it. This in turn lead to the now famous Personal Computer or

PC and Microsoft Windows. The Software Development Life Cycle or SDLC was also
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starting to appear as a consensus for centralized construction of software in the mid 1980s.

The late 1970s and early 1980s saw the introduction of several new Simula-inspired object-

oriented programming languages, including C++, Smalltalk, and Objective C.

Open-source software started to appear in the early 90s in the form of Linux and other

software introducing the "bazaar" or decentralized style of constructing software . Then the

Internet and World Wide Web hit in the mid 90s changing the engineering of software once

again. Distributed Systems gained sway as a way to design systems and the Java

programming language was introduced as another step in abstraction having its own virtual

machine. Programmers collaborated and wrote the Agile Manifesto that favored more light

weight processes to create cheaper and more timely software.

The current definition of software engineering is still being debated by practitioners today as

they struggle to come up with ways to produce software that is "cheaper, bigger, quicker".

2. Profession

While some areas, such as Ontario, Canada , license software engineers; most places in the

world have no laws regarding the profession of software engineers. Yet there are some guides

from the IEEE Computer Society and the ACM, the two main professional organizations of

software engineering. The Guide to the Software Engineering Body of Knowledge - 2004

Version or SWEBOK defines the field and gives a coverage of the knowledge practicing

software engineers should know. There is also a "Software Engineering Code of Ethics".

In 2004, the U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics counted 760,840 software engineers holding

jobs in the U.S.; in the same time period there were some 1.4 million practitioners employed

in the U.S. in all other engineering disciplines combined. Due to its relative newness as a

field of study, formal education in software engineering is often taught as part of a computer

science curriculum, and as a result most software engineers hold computer science degrees.

Most software engineers work as employees or contractors. Software engineers work with

businesses, government agencies (civilian or military), and non-profit organizations. Some

software engineers work for themselves as freelancers. Some organizations have specialists to

perform each of the tasks in the software development process. Other organizations require

software engineers to do many or all of them. In large projects, people may specialize in only
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one role. In small projects, people may fill several or all roles at the same time.

Specializations include: in industry (analysts, architects, developers, testers, technical

support, managers) and in academia (educators, researchers).

There is considerable debate over the future employment prospects for Software Engineers

and other IT Professionals. For example, an online futures market called the "ITJOBS Future

of IT Jobs in America" attempts to answer whether there will be more IT jobs, including

software engineers, in 2012 than there were in 2002.

Professional certification of software engineers is a contentious issue. Some see it as a tool to

improve professional practice.

Most successful certification programs in the software industry are oriented toward specific

technologies, and are managed by the vendors of these technologies. These certification

programs are tailored to the institutions that would employ people who use these

technologies.

The ACM had a professional certification program in the early 1980s, which was

discontinued due to lack of interest. . As of 2006[update], the IEEE had certified over 575

software professionals. In Canadathe Canadian Information Processing Society has developed

a legally recognized professional certification called Information Systems Professional (ISP).

Many students in the developed world have avoided degrees related to software engineering

because of the fear of offshore outsourcing (importing software products or services from

other countries) and of being displaced by foreign visa workers. Although government

statistics do not currently show a threat to software engineering itself; a related career,

computer programming does appear to have been affected. Often one is expected to start out

as a computer programmer before being promoted to software engineer. Thus, the career path

to software engineering may be rough, especially during recessions.

Some career counselors suggest a student also focus on "people skills" and business skills

rather than purely technical skills because such "soft skills" are allegedly more difficult to

offshore. It is the quasi-management aspects of software engineering that appear to be what

has kept it from being impacted by globalization.
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3. Education

A knowledge of programming is the main pre-requisite to becoming a software engineer, but

it is not sufficient. Many software engineers have degrees in Computer Science due to the

lack of software engineering programs in higher education. However, this has started to

change with the introduction of new software engineering degrees, especially in post-

graduate education. A standard international curriculum for undergraduate software

engineering degrees was defined by the CCSE. In 1998, the US Naval Postgraduate School

(NPS) established the first doctorate program in Software Engineering in the world. Steve

McConnell opines that because most universities teach computer science rather than software

engineering, there is a shortage of true software engineers. In 2004 the IEEE Computer

Society produced the SWEBOK, which has become an ISO standard describing the body of

knowledge covered by a software engineer

In Section 5 of this course you will cover these topics:
Computing Security Ethics

Emerging Technologies

Topic : Computing Security Ethics

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to understand:

 Secure operating systems

 Security architecture

 Security by design

 Secure coding

 Importance of Computer Security in Aviation industry and Notable system accidents



Definition/Overview:
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Overview: Computer security is a branch of technology known as information security as

applied to computers. The objective of computer security varies and can include protection of

information from theft or corruption, or the preservation of availability, as defined in the

security policy. Computer security imposes requirements on computers that are different from

most system requirements because they often take the form of constraints on what computers

are not supposed to do. This makes computer security particularly challenging because it is

hard enough just to make computer programs do everything they are designed to do correctly.

Furthermore, negative requirements are deceptively complicated to satisfy and require

exhaustive testing to verify, which is impractical for most computer programs. Computer

security provides a technical strategy to convert negative requirements to positive enforceable

rules. For this reason, computer security is often more technical and mathematical than some

computer science fields

Key Points:

1. Secure operating systems

One use of the term computer security refers to technology to implement a secure operating

system. Much of this technology is based on science developed in the 1980s and used to

produce what may be some of the most impenetrable operating systems ever. Though still

valid, the technology is in limited use today, primarily because it imposes some changes to

system management and also because it is not widely understood. Such ultra-strong secure

operating systems are based on operating system kernel technology that can guarantee that

certain security policies are absolutely enforced in an operating environment. An example of

such a Computer security policy is the Bell-LaPadula model. The strategy is based on a

coupling of special microprocessor hardware features, often involving the memory

management unit, to a special correctly implemented operating system kernel. This forms the

foundation for a secure operating system which, if certain critical parts are designed and

implemented correctly, can ensure the absolute impossibility of penetration by hostile

elements. This capability is enabled because the configuration not only imposes a security

policy, but in theory completely protects itself from corruption. Ordinary operating systems,

on the other hand, lack the features that assure this maximal level of security. The design

methodology to produce such secure systems is precise, deterministic and logical.
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Systems designed with such methodology represent the state of the art of computer security

although products using such security are not widely known. In sharp contrast to most kinds

of software, they meet specifications with verifiable certainty comparable to specifications

for size, weight and power. Secure operating systems designed this way are used primarily to

protect national security information, military secrets, and the data of international financial

institutions. These are very powerful security tools and very few secure operating systems

have been certified at the highest level (Orange Book A-1) to operate over the range of "Top

Secret" to "unclassified" (including Honeywell SCOMP, USAF SACDIN, NSA Blacker and

Boeing MLS LAN.) The assurance of security depends not only on the soundness of the

design strategy, but also on the assurance of correctness of the implementation, and therefore

there are degrees of security strength defined for COMPUSEC. The Common Criteria

quantifies security strength of products in terms of two components, security functionality

and assurance level (such as EAL levels), and these are specified in a Protection Profile for

requirements and a Security Target for product descriptions. None of these ultra-high

assurance secure general purpose operating systems have been produced for decades or

certified under the Common Criteria.

In USA parlance, the term High Assurance usually suggests the system has the right security

functions that are implemented robustly enough to protect DoD and DoE classified

information. Medium assurance suggests it can protect less valuable information, such as

income tax information. Secure operating systems designed to meet medium robustness

levels of security functionality and assurance have seen wider use within both government

and commercial markets. Medium robust systems may provide the same security functions as

high assurance secure operating systems but do so at a lower assurance level (such as

Common Criteria levels EAL4 or EAL5). Lower levels mean we can be less certain that the

security functions are implemented flawlessly, and therefore less dependable. These systems

are found in use on web servers, guards, database servers, and management hosts and are

used not only to protect the data stored on these systems but also to provide a high level of

protection for network connections and routing services.

2. Security architecture

Security Architecture can be defined as the design artifacts that describe how the security

controls (security countermeasures) are positioned, and how they relate to the overall

information technology architecture. These controls serve the purpose to maintain the
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system's quality attributes, among them confidentiality, integrity, availability, accountability

and assurance.". In simpler words, a security architecture is the plan that shows where

security measures need to be placed. If the plan describes a specific solution then, prior to

building such a plan, one would make a risk analysis. If the plan describes a generic high

level design (reference architecture) then the plan should be based on a threat analysis.

3. Security by design

Many systems have unintentionally resulted in the first possibility. Since approach two is

expensive and non-deterministic, its use is very limited. Approaches one and three lead to

failure. Because approach number four is often based on hardware mechanisms and avoids

abstractions and a multiplicity of degrees of freedom, it is more practical. Combinations of

approaches two and four are often used in a layered architecture with thin layers of two and

thick layers of four. There are myriad strategies and techniques used to design security

systems. There are few, if any, effective strategies to enhance security after design.

One technique enforces the principle of least privilege to great extent, where an entity has

only the privileges that are needed for its function. That way even if an attacker gains access

to one part of the system, fine-grained security ensures that it is just as difficult for them to

access the rest.

Furthermore, by breaking the system up into smaller components, the complexity of

individual components is reduced, opening up the possibility of using techniques such as

automated theorem proving to prove the correctness of crucial software subsystems. This

enables a closed form solution to security that works well when only a single well-

characterized property can be isolated as critical, and that property is also assessable to math.

Not surprisingly, it is impractical for generalized correctness, which probably cannot even be

defined, much less proven. Where formal correctness proofs are not possible, rigorous use of

code review and unit testing represent a best-effort approach to make modules secure.

The design should use "defense in depth", where more than one subsystem needs to be

violated to compromise the integrity of the system and the information it holds. Defense in

depth works when the breaching of one security measure does not provide a platform to

facilitate subverting another. Also, the cascading principle acknowledges that several low
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hurdles does not make a high hurdle. So cascading several weak mechanisms does not

provide the safety of a single stronger mechanism.

Subsystems should default to secure settings, and wherever possible should be designed to

"fail secure" rather than "fail insecure" (see fail safe for the equivalent in safety engineering).

Ideally, a secure system should require a deliberate, conscious, knowledgeable and free

decision on the part of legitimate authorities in order to make it insecure.

In addition, security should not be an all or nothing issue. The designers and operators of

systems should assume that security breaches are inevitable. Full audit trails should be kept

of system activity, so that when a security breach occurs, the mechanism and extent of the

breach can be determined. Storing audit trails remotely, where they can only be appended to,

can keep intruders from covering their tracks. Finally, full disclosure helps to ensure that

when bugs are found the "window of vulnerability" is kept as short as possible.

The early Multics operating system was notable for its early emphasis on computer security

by design, and Multics was possibly the very first operating system to be designed as a secure

system from the ground up. In spite of this, Multics' security was broken, not once, but

repeatedly. The strategy was known as 'penetrate and test' and has become widely known as a

non-terminating process that fails to produce computer security. This led to further work on

computer security that prefigured modern security engineering techniques producing closed

form processes that terminate.

4. Secure coding

If the operating environment is not based on a secure operating system capable of

maintaining a domain for its own execution, and capable of protecting application code from

malicious subversion, and capable of protecting the system from subverted code, then high

degrees of security are understandably not possible. While such secure operating systems are

possible and have been implemented, most commercial systems fall in a 'low security'

category because they rely on features not supported by secure operating systems (like

portability, et al.). In low security operating environments, applications must be relied on to

participate in their own protection. There are 'best effort' secure coding practices that can be

followed to make an application more resistant to malicious subversion.
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In commercial environments, the majority of software subversion vulnerabilities result from a

few known kinds of coding defects. Common software defects include buffer overflows,

format string vulnerabilities, integer overflow, and code/command injection.

Some common languages such as C and C++ are vulnerable to all of these defects (see

Seacord, "Secure Coding in C and C++"). Other languages, such as Java, are more resistant to

some of these defects, but are still prone to code/command injection and other software

defects which facilitate subversion.

Recently another bad coding practice has come under scrutiny; dangling pointers. The first

known exploit for this particular problem was presented in July 2007. Before this publication

the problem was known but considered to be academic and not practically exploitable.

In summary, 'secure coding' can provide significant payback in low security operating

environments, and therefore worth the effort. Still there is no known way to provide a reliable

degree of subversion resistance with any degree or combination of 'secure coding.'

5. Applications

Computer security is critical in almost any technology-driven industry which operates on

computer systems. The issues of computer based systems and addressing their countless

vulnerabilities are an integral part of maintaining an operational industry.

5.1 In aviation

The aviation industry is especially important when analyzing computer security

because the involved risks include expensive equipment and cargo, transportation

infrastructure, and human life. Security can be compromised by hardware and

software malpractice, human error, and faulty operating environments. Threats that

exploit computer vulnerabilities can stem from sabotage, espionage, industrial

competition, terrorist attack, mechanical malfunction, and human error.

The consequences of a successful deliberate or inadvertent misuse of a computer

system in the aviation industry range from loss of confidentiality to loss of system

integrity, which may lead to more serious concerns such as data theft or loss, network

and air traffic control outages, which in turn can lead to airport closures, loss of
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aircraft, loss of passenger life. Military systems that control munitions can pose an

even greater risk.

A proper attack does not need to be very high tech or well funded for a power outage

at an airport alone can cause repercussions worldwide. . One of the easiest and,

arguably, the most difficult to trace security vulnerabilities is achievable by

transmitting unauthorized communications over specific radio frequencies. These

transmissions may spoof air traffic controllers or simply disrupt communications

altogether. These incidents are very common, having altered flight courses of

commercial aircraft and caused panic and confusion in the past. Controlling aircraft

over oceans is especially dangerous because radar surveillance only extends 175 to

225 miles offshore. Beyond the radar's sight controllers must rely on periodic radio

communications with a third party.

Lightning, power fluctuations, surges, brown-outs, blown fuses, and various other

power outages instantly disable all computer systems, since they are dependent on

electrical source. Other accidental and intentional faults have caused significant

disruption of safety critical systems throughout the last few decades and dependence

on reliable communication and electrical power only jeopardizes computer safety.

5.2 Notable system accidents

In 1994, over a hundred intrusions were made by unidentified hackers into the Rome

Laboratory, the US Air Force's main command and research facility. Using trojan

horse viruses, hackers were able to obtain unrestricted access to Rome's networking

systems and remove traces of their activities. The intruders were able to obtain

classified files, such as air tasking order systems data and furthermore able to

penetrate connected networks of National Aeronautics and Space Administration's

Goddard Space Flight Center, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, some Defense

contractors, and other private sector organizations, by posing as a trusted Rome center

user. Now, a technique called Ethical hack testing is used to remediate these issues.

Electromagnetic interference is another threat to computer safety and in 1989, a

United States Air Force F-16 jet accidentally dropped a 230 kg bomb in West Georgia

after unspecified interference caused the jet's computers to release it.
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A similar telecommunications accident also happened in 1994, when two UH-60

Blackhawk helicopters were destroyed by F-15 aircraft in Iraq because the IFF

system's encryption system malfunctioned.

Topic : Emerging Technologies

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to:

 Introduction of emerging technologies

 Debate over emerging technologies

 Acronyms

Definition/Overview:

Emerging Technologies: 'Emerging technology and converging technologies are terms used

to cover various cutting-edge developments in the emergence and convergence of technology.

Emerging technologies are those which represent new and significant developments within a

field; converging techologies represent previously distinct fields which are in some way

moving towards stronger inter-connection and similar goals.

Key Points:

1. Introduction

Over time, new methods and topics are developed and opened up. Some arise due to

theoretical research, others due to commercial research and development or new tools and

discoveries.

Technological growth includes incremental developments, and disruptive technologies. An

example of the former was the gradual roll-out of DVD as a development intended to follow

on from the previous optical technology Compact Disc. By contrast, disruptive technologies

are those where a new method replaces the previous technology and make it redundant, for

example the replacement of horse drawn carriages by automobiles.
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Emerging technologies is a general term used to denote significant technological

developments that in effect, broach new territory in some significant way in their field.

Examples of currently emerging technologies include nanotechnology, biotechnology,

cognitive science, robotics, and artificial intelligence.

Converging technologies are a related topic, signifying areas where different disciplines are

converging and to an extent merging or developing broad links, towards a common direction.

Thus as computers become more powerful, and media becomes digitized, computing and

media are described as being converging technologies

2. Debate over emerging technologies

Many writers, including computer scientist Bill Joy, have identified clusters of technologies

that they consider critical to humanity's future. Advocates of the benefits of technological

change typically see emerging and converging technologies as offering hope for the

betterment of the human condition. However, critics of the risks of technological change, and

even some advocates such as transhumanist philosopher Nick Bostrom, warn that some of

these technologies could pose dangers, perhaps even contribute to the extinction of humanity

itself; i.e., some of them could involve existential risks.

Much ethical debate centers on issues of distributive justice in allocating access to beneficial

forms of technology. Some thinkers, such as environmental ethicist Bill McKibben, oppose

the continuing development of advanced technology partly out of fear that its benefits will be

distributed unequally in ways that could worsen the plight of the poor. By contrast, inventor

Ray Kurzweil is among techno-utopians who believe that emerging and converging

technologies could and will eliminate poverty and abolish suffering.

3. Acronyms

NBIC, an acronym standing for Nanotechnology, Biotechnology, Information technology and

Cognitive science, is currently the most popular term for emerging and converging

technologies, and was introduced into public discourse through the publication of Converging

Technologies for Improving Human Performance, a report sponsored in part by the U.S.

National Science Foundation.
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Various other acronyms have been offered for essentially the same concept such as GNR

(Genetics, Nanotechnology and Robotics). Journalist Joel Garreau in Radical Evolution: The

Promise and Peril of Enhancing Our Minds, Our Bodies and What It Means to Be Human

uses "GRIN", for Genetic, Robotic, Information, and Nano processes, while science journalist

Douglas Mulhall in Our Molecular Future: How Nanotechnology, Robotics, Genetics and

Artificial Intelligence Will Transform Our World uses "GRAIN", for Genetics, Robotics,

Artificial Intelligence, and Nanotechnology. Another acronym coined by the appropriate

technology organization ETC Group is "BANG" for "Bits, Atoms, Neurons, Genes"..
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